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California Assembly Bill 2254—often referred to as the Ammiano bill—and the Regulate, Control, and Tax Cannabis (RCTC) proposition would legalize marijuana use for those 21 and over in California. The Ammiano bill would allow the state to regulate production and distribution and initially apply an excise tax of $50 per ounce. The RCTC proposition would allow local governments to choose whether and how to regulate and tax production and distribution.

Two issues central to the debate are how legalization would affect marijuana consumption and public budgets. Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger suggested that “it was time for a debate” about legalization to generate revenue, and one government analysis estimated that taxing marijuana at $50 per ounce would generate $1.4 billion annually in revenues.

In this occasional paper, researchers addressed these two issues by constructing a model based on a series of estimates of current consumption, current and future prices, how responsive use is to price changes, taxes levied and possibly evaded, and the aggregation of nonprice effects (such as changes in attitudes).
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### Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AB</td>
<td>Assembly bill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABC</td>
<td>Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADAM</td>
<td>Arrestee Drug Abuse Monitoring Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADP</td>
<td>Department of Alcohol and Drug Programs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOE</td>
<td>California State Board of Equalization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSM-IV</td>
<td><em>Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders</em>, 4th ed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ED</td>
<td>emergency department</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FARS</td>
<td>Fatality Analysis Reporting System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FY</td>
<td>fiscal year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HHS</td>
<td>U.S. Department of Health and Human Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAO</td>
<td>Legislative Analyst’s Office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAPD</td>
<td>Los Angeles Police Department</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT</td>
<td>metric ton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NHSDA</td>
<td>National Household Survey on Drug Abuse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NORML</td>
<td>National Organization for the Reform of Marijuana Laws</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSDUH</td>
<td>National Survey on Drug Use and Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSHPD</td>
<td>Office of Statewide Health Planning and Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCTC</td>
<td>Regulate, Control, and Tax Cannabis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SB</td>
<td>Senate bill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEDS</td>
<td>Treatment Episode Data Set</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THC</td>
<td>delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNODC</td>
<td>United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
California has always been on the cutting edge of marijuana policy reform. It was one of the first states to prohibit marijuana in 1913, predating the federal Marihuana Tax Act of 1937 (Pub. L. 75-238)\(^1\) by nearly 25 years (Gieringer, 2006). In 1975, California was one of the first states to reduce the maximum sentence for possessing less than an ounce from incarceration to a small fine ($100). In 1996, California was the first state to allow marijuana to be grown and consumed for medicinal purposes. And, in November 2010, California will become the third state to vote on whether marijuana should be legalized and taxed—and potentially the first to pass such legislation.\(^2\)

While Californians have discussed legalization for decades, the idea is now being taken more seriously by policymakers, pundits, and the population at large. It was noteworthy when Republican Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger suggested that “it was time for a debate” about marijuana legalization as a way of increasing state revenues. There has been a flurry of activity in Sacramento, including an October 2009 hearing of the California Assembly Committee on Public Safety and the introduction of two marijuana reform bills in 2010. The debate has gained considerable attention because of the recession and California’s budget crisis, and it has been fueled by a report from the California State Board of Equalization (BOE) estimating that legalizing marijuana and taxing it at $50 per ounce would generate $1.4 billion for the state each year.

Within this context, this RAND occasional paper is intended to inform the debate about marijuana legalization in California. Although marijuana legalization could have many consequences, this paper focuses largely on two outcomes that are central to the debate in California: the effect on consumption and public budgets.

To learn more about the possible outcomes of marijuana legalization, we constructed a model based on a series of estimates. As we discuss in more detail in Chapter Three, projections of legalization’s effects on consumption and public budgets hinge on estimates of current consumption, current and future prices, how responsive use is to price changes (what economists refer to as the price elasticity of demand), taxes levied and possibly evaded, and the aggregation of many nonprice effects (such as the potential reduction in stigma). These components, or parameters, of the model are then combined to produce a base-case model estimate. Our

---

\(^1\) The Marihuana Tax Act was modeled after the Harrison Act, which imposed major restrictions on opiates and cocaine (Bonnie and Whitebread, 1970). Musto (1972) reports that, aside from the Federal Food and Drugs Act of 1906 (Pub. L. 59-384), the Marihuana Tax Act of 1937 was the first federal law that was targeted at marijuana. He notes that, “By 1931 regulations under the Food and Drug Act [sic] had limited the importation of cannabis except for medical purposes.”

\(^2\) Nevada voters rejected a related proposition in 2006, and Alaska voters rejected two ballot propositions (2000, 2004) that would have allowed the state to regulate marijuana sales.
intent is to systematically think through the factors that influence the two outcomes and help decisionmakers understand the impact of key uncertainties that surround those factors. We stress that the current analysis is not intended to provide a comprehensive cost-benefit analysis of the impact of legalizing marijuana in California.

Our analysis reveals that projections about the impact of legalizing marijuana in California on consumption and public budgets are subject to considerable uncertainty. Although the state could see large increases in consumption and substantial positive budget effects, it could also see increases in consumption and low revenues due to tax evasion or a “race to the bottom” in terms of local tax rates.

Decisionmakers should view skeptically any projections that claim either precision or accuracy. In particular, we highlight two distinct drivers of uncertainty that surround these estimates of consumption and tax revenues: uncertainty about parameters (such as how legalization will affect production costs and price) and uncertainty about structural assumptions (such as the federal response to a state that allows production and distribution of a substance that would still be illegal under federal law). Such uncertainties are so large that altering just a few key assumptions or parameter values can dramatically change the results.³

With that crucial caveat in mind, we offer the following key insights derived from developing and using this model:

- The pretax retail price of marijuana will substantially decline, likely by more than 80 percent. The price that consumers face will depend heavily on taxes, the structure of the regulatory regime, and how taxes and regulations are enforced.
- Consumption will increase, but it is unclear how much because we know neither the shape of the demand curve nor the level of tax evasion (which reduces revenues and the prices that consumers face).
- Tax revenues could be dramatically lower or higher than the $1.4 billion estimate; for example, there is uncertainty about potential tax revenues that California might derive from taxing marijuana used by residents of other states (e.g., from “drug tourism”).
- Previous studies find that the annual costs of enforcing marijuana laws range from around $200 million to nearly $1.9 billion; our estimates show that the costs are probably less than $300 million.
- There is considerable uncertainty about the impact of legalizing marijuana in California on public budgets and consumption, with even minor changes in assumptions leading to major differences in outcomes.
- Much of the research used to inform this debate is based on insights from studies that examine small changes in either marijuana prices or the risk of being sanctioned for possession. The proposed legislation in California would create a large change in policy. As a result, it is uncertain how useful these studies are for making projections about marijuana legalization.

The paper is organized as follows. Chapter Two provides some context about current marijuana use and policy in California, including a review of the proposition and the two

³ Many of the results presented in this occasional paper are drawn from nine more-detailed documents: Bond and Caulkins (2010); Caulkins (2010a, 2010b); Caulkins, Morris, and Ratnatunga (2010); MacCoun (2010b, 2010c); Pacula (2010a, 2010b); and Reuter (2010).
marijuana policy reform bills being considered by the California legislature in June 2010. It also briefly describes the variety of marijuana policies in other countries. Chapter Three discusses the factors needed to make projections about the effect of legalization, showing how we combine those factors into a model related to the effects we are studying and concluding with our thoughts about best values for some key parameters. Chapter Four demonstrates the uncertainty surrounding the results of the base-case scenario when plausible alternative inputs are used for just a few key factors, and Chapter Five discusses other important outcomes, such as criminal-justice savings, treatment costs, and nonbudgetary effects. Chapter Six considers alternative scenarios, and Chapter Seven offers some concluding thoughts.
This chapter provides information about current marijuana use and policies in California. It covers many topics lightly; some are covered in more detail later, when the components of the legalization regime effects are being considered.

Consumption

Rates of marijuana use in California are fairly similar to those of the rest of the country. The percentage of Californians age 12 or over reporting use of marijuana in the previous 30 days was 7 percent circa 2007, compared to 6 percent for the rest of the nation. For the youngest category, those ages 12–17, the difference between California and the rest of the nation is even smaller. There are also strong similarities in the rates for alcohol and cocaine use, but not for past-month tobacco use, for which the rate is 29 percent for the nation and only 23 percent for California.

Table 2.1 shows changes between 2002 and 2007 in the number of past-month and past-year users in California, both for those 12 and over and for those 12–17. None of the series gives any indication of increasing prevalence in recent years, which is consistent with the long-term pattern for the United States: Since about 1990, prevalence for the population 12 and over has been very stable, even as rates for adolescents and young adults have fluctuated substantially. That variability in the rate for younger users is also reflected in the California data.

There is substantial variation in usage rates across regions of the state, with the highest rate in Northern California, which is also the center of the state’s marijuana production (Figure 2.1). The lowest rates are in Los Angeles County, Santa Clara County, and the central interior regions of the state.

---

1 These data come from the National Survey on Drug Use and Health (NSDUH), a large (n = 65,000+) annual survey conducted by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS). Although the survey is known to underestimate the number of frequent users of such drugs as cocaine and heroin (Wright, Gfroerer, and Epstein, 1997), it is thought to provide acceptable estimates for marijuana, albeit with some underreporting. After reviewing studies of underreporting specifically for marijuana, Kilmer and Pacula (2009) suggest that perhaps 20 percent of respondents failed to report that they had used marijuana.

2 The series starts with the year 2002 because improvements in survey methodology that year led to a higher level of reporting of drug use; it is not possible to compare 2002 and later with earlier years. State-level estimates are published only with the concatenation of two years of data; 2006–2007 is the most recent year-pair for which estimates have been published.
### Table 2.1
Marijuana Use in California, 2002–2007

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>12+ Years Old</th>
<th></th>
<th>12–17 Years Old</th>
<th></th>
<th>12+ Years Old</th>
<th></th>
<th>12–17 Years Old</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number (000s)</td>
<td>Rate (%)</td>
<td>Number (000s)</td>
<td>Rate (%)</td>
<td>Number (000s)</td>
<td>Rate (%)</td>
<td>Number (000s)</td>
<td>Rate (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002–2003</td>
<td>1,850</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>241</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>3,222</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>443</td>
<td>14.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003–2004</td>
<td>1,933</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>273</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>3,192</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>469</td>
<td>14.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004–2005</td>
<td>1,951</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>247</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>3,322</td>
<td>11.3</td>
<td>458</td>
<td>14.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005–2006</td>
<td>1,970</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>215</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>3,336</td>
<td>11.3</td>
<td>433</td>
<td>13.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006–2007</td>
<td>1,949</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>3,342</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>424</td>
<td>13.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SOURCE: SAMHSA (annual).

### Figure 2.1
Geographic Variation in Past-Month Marijuana Use in California, 2004–2006


NOTE: Based on those aged 12 and older.
Treatment

A recent phenomenon in both the United States and other Western countries is a substantial increase in the number of individuals seeking treatment for marijuana abuse or dependence. Nationally, marijuana now accounts for the largest number of treatment episodes (excluding alcohol)—about 322,000 in 2008, compared to 92,500 in 1992.\(^3\) In that period, the share of treatment admissions for which marijuana was the primary drug grew from about 6 percent to 17 percent (HHS, 2009). California has seen an even larger increase, with a near quintupling of the number of marijuana admissions between 1992 and 2008 (7,300 and almost 35,000, respectively), while the total number of treatment admissions for illicit drugs increased 50 percent during that period.

One interpretation of the rise in treatment admissions is that it reflects increasing enforcement of marijuana laws; in that sense, people seek treatment less to deal with a substance-abuse problem than to manage a legal problem. However, other countries, including the Netherlands, where users are not subject to criminal-justice pressure, have seen a similar increase, which indicates that there might be other factors driving this phenomenon (EMCDDA, 2009; MacCoun, 2010c).

Arrests and Dispositions

Marijuana offenses account for most of the drug arrests in the United States, and the number has risen sharply in the past 20 years. More than 80 percent of marijuana arrests are now for simple possession. The rate of possession arrests per capita rose sharply in the United States in the 1990s, from about 89 per 100,000 population in 1991 to 223 in 1997 (Figure 2.2). Since then, the number has risen more slowly, approaching 250 per 100,000 in 2008 (about 750,000 arrests in total). Sales arrests rose much more slowly from 1990 to 2008; instead of the nearly 200-percent increase for possession, sales arrests nationally rose only about 40 percent between 1990 and 2008.

While per capita marijuana arrests were similar for the United States and California in the early 1990s, the subsequent increase was more pronounced outside of California. Still, the arrest data for California also show a dramatic increase from 1990 to 1996. Per capita marijuana arrests in California remained stable between 1996 and 2005 (around 175 per 100,000) and then jumped more than 25 percent between 2005 and 2008. Although not pictured here, there was a large increase in total juvenile marijuana arrests in California in the early 1990s, but that number soon stabilized and has hovered around 15,000 annually since 1995.

To provide a sense of the intensity of enforcement, we calculated the risk a marijuana user faces of being arrested for possession. If calculated per joint consumed, the figure nationally is trivial—perhaps one arrest for every 11,000–12,000 joints.\(^4\) However, the relevant risk may be the probability of being arrested during a year of normal consumption. Since mari-

---

\(^3\) These estimates are based on the Treatment Episode Data Set (TEDS), which was started in 1992 and is based on anonymized client-level information for those clients who are publicly funded or those who go to a facility that receives public funding (including those that are privately funded) (HHS, 2009).

\(^4\) Using a national consumption total of 3,500 tons and an average joint of 0.4 grams, we estimate that somewhere on the order of 8.75 billion joints are consumed annually. There are approximately 750,000 possession arrests, generating an average of more than 11,600 joints per arrest.
Marijuana is mostly consumed by individuals who use it at least once a month, we estimated the risk that such individuals face. We know from prior studies (e.g., Reuter, Hirschfield, and Davies, 2001) that these risks are higher for youth. Table 2.2 presents separate estimates for those aged 12–17 and for the entire population 12 and over. We observe that the annual risk

Table 2.2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Years</th>
<th>Annual Arrest Rate (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12+ Years Old</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002–2003</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003–2004</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004–2005</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005–2006</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006–2007</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SOURCE: The numerator for these calculations is misdemeanor marijuana arrests (Criminal Justice Statistics Center, undated [b]), and the denominator is the number of past-month marijuana users (SAMHSA, annual). The third column focuses only on juvenile misdemeanor marijuana arrests. Given the aforementioned undercoverage issues associated with NSDUH (i.e., the denominator is too small), these are likely upper-bound estimates.

Kilmer and Pacula (2009) estimate that those who have used in the past 30 days have an annual consumption about ten times as high as those who consume less frequently than every month.
of misdemeanor arrest for those 12–17 (6.6 percent) is more than twice the rate for the full population (3.0 percent).

Arrest is only the first step in the criminal-justice process. To assess the personal consequences of an arrest and estimate the current costs of marijuana enforcement, it is important to have data on the disposition of these arrests. Unfortunately, we are not aware of data on the number of individuals entering probation or local jails as a consequence of arrest for marijuana possession in California. Since state law indicates that those possessing less than 1 ounce are generally supposed to be cited without booking, we can safely infer that most of those arrested for simple possession are not incarcerated at all. For decades now, California law has specified a fine as the maximum penalty. Indeed, when Proposition 36 gave those arrested for simple possession of any drug for the first or second time a treatment alternative to criminal-justice sanctioning, most marijuana arrestees chose not to participate in this diversion program because they already faced so little threat of jailing.6

There are approximately 1,500 marijuana prisoners in California (CDCR, 2008a, 2008b), but most felony marijuana offenders in California state courts sentenced to incarceration go to jail, not prison (DOJ, 2004). It is important to note, however, that these felony data do not give a precise picture of the flow of marijuana offenders to jail. They exclude those who are sentenced to jail after a misdemeanor conviction, which might be the result of a plea agreement. They also do not include those who spend time in jail before they are sentenced, which may be a more significant omission (Reuter, Hirschfield, and Davies, 2001; Caulkins, 2010a). There is much more that can be learned about the disposition of marijuana arrests in California.

The Evolving Legal Environment for Marijuana in California

The laws governing the use, production, and distribution of marijuana in California have been in flux for the past 15 years.7 In 1996, voters passed Proposition 215, which allows medical patients to possess and cultivate marijuana to treat their conditions. Proposition 215 was written in a way that allowed for a broad interpretation of the conditions under which production and distribution were permitted. In 2003, the legislature tried to clarify matters by passing a law known as Chapter 875, which allows any Californian with a doctor’s written permission to own as many as six marijuana plants or possess up to half a pound of marijuana.

Over the next seven years, the legal system evolved, often in ways that caused considerable conflict. For example, the California Supreme Court ruled unanimously in 2010 that the legislature’s action in 2003 to place limits on the allowed quantities of marijuana (no more than a half a pound) improperly overrode Proposition 215 (People v. Kelly, 2010). In addition, not all local governments permitted dispensaries to operate, and those that did frequently changed their policies. For example, Los Angeles saw an explosion in the number of dispensaries. By the end of 2009, it was estimated that about 500–600 dispensaries were operating

---

6 We do not have the precise figures on the share of marijuana arrestees who rejected their Proposition 36 options or were ineligible, but we know that, for 2005, there were close to 50,000 arrests for marijuana possession in California and fewer than 5,000 Proposition 36 treatment referrals for those with marijuana listed as the primary substance of abuse (50,732 referrals × 71.4 percent of referrals who entered treatment × 12.5 percent—the share of referrals entering treatment who reported marijuana as their primary substance of abuse; Urada et al., 2008).

7 An excellent account of the situation as it evolved through 2008 is contained in Samuels (2008).
throughout the city of Los Angeles (Hoeffel, 2010). In January 2010, the city council voted to limit the number of dispensaries to 70, and, in May 2010, it warned 439 dispensaries that they must close down in June 2010 (Schwencke and Hoeffel, 2010).

The state now charges a fee to issue a medical-marijuana patient identification card ($66, unless the patient is a Medi-Cal recipient, in which case it is $33); counties can add their own charges. As of June 2010, the state department of public health had issued 42,000 identity cards, and this accounts for only a fraction of individuals who have a physician’s recommendation to use marijuana for medicinal purposes. Other regulatory agencies have also had to respond. For example, in March 2009, the California Department of Motor Vehicles changed its rules so participants in the medical-marijuana program could be issued a driver’s license; the restrictions imposed were the same faced by any other individual who is prescribed a psychoactive drug.

The federal government under President George W. Bush occasionally raided medical-marijuana dispensaries or growers supplying the dispensaries. In March 2009, the Barack Obama administration announced that it would stop raids on dispensaries that followed state law, although it continues to enforce laws against marijuana production generally.

The existing system is in considerable flux, influenced by the decisions of actors at the local, state, and federal levels. Thus, predicting what will happen with or without legalization is a difficult task.

**Marijuana-Related Proposals in California**

As of July 2010, there are two marijuana-related bills before the California legislature (Senate Bill [SB] 1449 and Assembly Bill [AB] 2254); in addition, in November 2010, Californians will vote on the proposition known as the Regulate, Control, and Tax Cannabis Act of 2010 (the RCTC proposition).

SB 1449 would not legalize marijuana. Rather, it would reduce the penalty for possessing less than 1 ounce to an infraction—the equivalent of a parking violation—instead of a misdemeanor offense. (To distinguish this from legalization, this is sometimes called depenalization.) In addition to making possession merely an infraction, SB 1449 would eliminate the possibility of booking or court-ordered diversion. The bill passed the Senate on June 3, 2010, and it was voted out of the Assembly’s Committee on Public Safety on June 22, 2010. It is now being considered by the full Assembly.

In contrast to SB 1449, AB 2254 and the RCTC proposition would truly legalize marijuana with respect to California, albeit not federal, law, including production and wholesale distribution. It is important to note that no jurisdiction, including the Netherlands, has taken such a step (Reuter, 2010).

---

8 These data are drawn from California Department of Health (2010).

9 In October 2009, the U.S. Department of Justice published a memorandum for U.S. Attorneys indicating that, “As a general matter, pursuit of these priorities should not focus federal resources in your States on individuals whose actions are in clear and unambiguous compliance with existing state laws providing for the medical use of marijuana.”

10 The latter is a possibility for those arrested for possession of less than an ounce more than three times in the previous two years.
AB 2254, introduced by Assembly member Tom Ammiano and often referred to as the Ammiano bill, would legalize marijuana for those aged 21 and older and task the Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control (ABC) with regulating its possession, sale, and cultivation. Similar to laws governing alcohol, the bill would require ABC to impose a licensing fee on cultivators and wholesalers that

will reasonably cover the costs of assuring compliance with the regulations to be issued, but may not exceed five thousand dollars ($5,000) for an initial application, or two thousand five hundred dollars ($2,500) per year for each annual renewal.

The bill would also impose a $50-per-ounce excise tax to be paid at the point of retail (in addition to a sales tax), and it would require that these funds “be expended exclusively for drug education, awareness, and rehabilitation programs under the jurisdiction of the State Department of Alcohol and Drug Programs [ADP].” The bill calls for ADP to annually review whether a lesser excise tax could be charged that would provide sufficient resources for these programs and would give ADP the authority to change the fee.

When the Ammiano bill was introduced in the previous legislative session (as AB 390), BOE (2009b) estimated that it would generate approximately $1.4 billion in tax revenue annually ($990 million from the $50-per-ounce excise tax and $392 million in sales tax revenues). BOE noted that these figures are based on “numerous assumptions,” and it did not describe all of its calculations in detail. There is no mention of the possibility of smuggling or tax evasion or of the nonprice effects that legalization itself could have on consumption because the drug has become legal and more accessible; our analysis shows that these could have an important impact on consumption and public budgets.

The RCTC proposition of 2010 is a voter proposition that will be on the November 2010 ballot (Wheaton, 2009). It would change state law and make it legal for those aged 21 and older to possess, process, share, or transport up to 1 ounce of marijuana and to cultivate plants for personal use in an area that does not exceed a 5-foot–by–5-foot plot, subject to certain limitations, such as not using marijuana on school grounds, while operating a vehicle, or when minors are present. A separate and distinct part of the proposition would allow a city or county to permit, license, and regulate the commercial cultivation, processing, distribution, and sales of marijuana. These latter activities would remain illegal in localities that do not opt in. Hence, personal production, possession, sharing, and use would immediately become legal under state law everywhere in California, but larger-scale production and sale would be legal only in jurisdictions that took additional, local action.

---

11 The proposed fiscal year (FY) 2010–2011 budget for ADP is close to $600 million (ADP, 2010), and close to half of its budget comes from federal funds.

12 AB 390 made it out of committee, but the full Assembly did not vote on it before the end of the legislative session.

13 No mention is made of the projected fees that would be collected from the cultivators and sellers.

14 Those listed include the following:

Legalization of marijuana would cause its street price to decline by 50 percent; This 50 percent decline in price would lead to additional consumption of 40 percent; The imposition of the $50/ounce tax would then lead to reduced consumption of 11 percent. . . Some of the revenue raised would result from additional residents consuming marijuana (who were not doing so when it was prohibited by law) in response to being legalized.

However, it unclear whether this language was incorporated into the analysis and, if so, at what level.
Unlike the Ammiano bill, the RCTC proposition does not specify any tax on marijuana, although it would allow local governments to establish taxes and fees. It is not clear whether state taxes would be allowed. The California Legislative Analyst’s Office (LAO) (Taylor and Genest, 2009) notes that there is “significant uncertainty” about revenues and expenditures from the RCTC proposition. A large amount of the uncertainty comes from the fact that marijuana will still be illegal under federal law. As for major fiscal effects, the LAO reports that there will be

[s]avings of up to several tens of millions of dollars annually to state and local governments on the costs of incarcerating and supervising certain marijuana offenders; and unknown but potentially major tax, fee, and benefit assessment revenues to state and local government related to the production and sale of marijuana products.

Putting the Proposed Legislation into Context: Some Thoughts from an International Perspective

In recent decades, many countries have implemented legal changes that significantly reduce the extent of criminalization of marijuana use. In some instances, this has reflected a belief that government should not intrude into private life; that was the reasoning of Argentina’s Supreme Court of Justice in ruling that possession of any psychoactive drug for personal use could not be prohibited (Cozac, 2009). In other instances, it has been pragmatic, reflecting a belief that criminal penalties are ineffective and intrusive. That was the justification used when Portugal shifted to civil penalties for all drug-possession offenses in 2001 (Hughes and Stevens, 2007). Most changes have reduced the penalties for all psychoactive drugs; only a few countries (Belgium, the Netherlands, and some jurisdictions in Australia and the United States) have singled out marijuana and adopted legislation that removes criminal penalties for possession of that drug only. All but two countries have retained some penalty for marijuana use. Mexico and the Netherlands are the only countries in which it is clear that all penalties for use by adults have been removed.

Only in the Netherlands and Australia have there been any changes in the criminal status of supplying marijuana for nonmedicinal purposes. The Netherlands allows for the sale of small amounts of marijuana (5 grams, about one-sixth of an ounce) through licensed coffee shops. While cultivating and trafficking marijuana are not allowed, police policy is to not arrest individuals with five or fewer plants in their homes (“Netherlands Court,” 2008). In four Australian jurisdictions, the penalty for cultivating a very small number of marijuana plants is confiscation and a fine. However, selling marijuana is still subject to criminal penalties (Cam-

15 State marijuana taxes are not allowed by Section 11302 or elsewhere in the RCTC proposition itself, but the purposes articulated in the preamble include “to generate billions of dollars for our state and local governments” [emphasis added], and Section 5 allows the state to pass laws that establish a statewide regulatory system for a commercial cannabis industry “to further the purpose of the Act.” Presumably, the courts would have to decide whether the ability to establish a regulatory system implies the ability to tax. Even if the state cannot levy marijuana-specific taxes, it could collect the standard sales tax on legal marijuana sales, as well as income tax revenues from marijuana-industry employees whose activities would no longer be under the table.

16 There have been similar court rulings in Alaska (Ravin v. State, 1975; Noy v. State, 2003) for modest quantities of cannabis.
eron and Williams, 2001). Thus, in neither of those countries is it legal to both produce and sell marijuana, which would be the case under the Ammiano bill and the RCTC proposition.

It is also important to point out that in no Western country is a user at much risk of being criminally penalized for using marijuana. The rates of arrest for past-year marijuana users in Western countries are typically less than or equal to 3 percent (Kilmer, 2002; Room et al., 2010). More important, almost none of those convicted of simple possession is incarcerated or receives a fine exceeding $1,000 (Pacula, MacCoun, et al., 2005).

Thus, the relaxations in policy so far, with the exception of those in the Netherlands, have not been very significant in terms of reducing the legal risks marijuana users face, particularly when compared to a change like legalization. It is perhaps not surprising, then, that the changes in prevalence of use associated with these previous policy changes have also been very modest (Pacula, 2010b). In short, what is being contemplated in California would go well beyond the Dutch “de facto” legalization of small-quantity transactions. In no country is it completely legal to produce, sell, and use marijuana irrespective of quantity (Reuter, 2010).
CHAPTER THREE
How to Project the Effects of Marijuana Legalization

Building a Logic Model

As mentioned earlier, projecting the effects of legalizing marijuana on use and on tax revenues hinges on estimates of current consumption, current and future prices, how responsive use is to price changes (its “elasticity”), taxes levied and possibly evaded, and the aggregation of many nonprice effects (such as the elimination of any lawbreaking in consuming marijuana). Each of these components, or parameters, of the model is interesting in its own right and, thus, is discussed here before being combined in the next chapter to produce a base-case model estimate. Building such a logic model is critical not only in building the production model but also in ensuring that we have systematically examined all the potential factors that may affect outcomes. The exercise itself often identifies connections that are not intuitively obvious but turn out to be very important.

Figure 3.1 presents a diagram—what is known as a logic model—showing how marijuana legalization could influence marijuana consumption and public budgets in California. The boxes in the far left corners represent the government’s decision to legalize, tax, and regulate marijuana, and the black boxes capture our main outcomes of interest in this study: consumption and the net effect on state and local budgets. The other boxes and arrows (labeled with letters) demonstrate the various ways legalization can influence these outcomes. Boxes for tax revenues from legal sales and other factors that influence the budgets (besides legal marijuana sales) are gray to highlight that they are important intermediate outcomes to the final budget figures.

Starting at the top left of the figure, legalization will remove the penalties for selling and possessing marijuana. Doing so will immediately lower production and distribution costs (indicated by arrow c); indeed, an important share of the price currently paid for marijuana comes from having to compensate suppliers for participating in a black market and for the inefficiencies created by having to operate covertly (Reuter and Kleiman, 1986; Caulkins and Reuter, 1998, 2010). Post-legalization, users will no longer face this enforcement “tax.” Additionally, prices may fall because of shifts in production techniques (e.g., larger and more-efficient plots) and advances in production and processing technologies (Caulkins, 2010b). There are many ways that legalization could influence consumption besides through its effect on price. The reductions in legal penalties are obvious, but there are other mechanisms, including advertising, a change in social norms, availability, and perceived harmfulness (MacCoun, 1993, 2010b; Pacula, 2010b); these are represented by arrow b in the figure.

At the bottom left of the figure, we show that legalizing marijuana will require decisions about the regulatory regime and the tax rate, if any, and these decisions may vary considerably
by jurisdiction, since the RCTC proposition gives discretion to the county and municipal governments. There are five arrows coming from the box in the bottom left, and we discuss them in a counterclockwise manner. Since it costs money to regulate and collect taxes, there is a direct link between the light-gray box and black budget box (h). Setting the tax rate also obviously influences tax revenues directly (g), but taxes can also elicit a behavioral response (f), including both tax evasion (purchasing untaxed marijuana from the “gray” market) and a shift in the mix of types of marijuana consumed; a fixed excise tax per ounce may give users an incentive to shift to smaller quantities of higher-potency forms of marijuana. For marijuana purchased in the legal market, tax rates also directly influence the prices faced by consumers (e). The regulation of the industry will also influence the production and distribution costs (d).

The arrows pointing to the marijuana-consumption box come from these nonprice effects (n) and from price (p). The impact of price on consumption (p) will depend not only on how much legalization influences price (e, i, k) but also on how sensitive users and potential users are to price (o; represented by the arrow coming from the price-elasticity-of-demand box).

The story gets even more complex when thinking about tax revenues from marijuana sales. Revenues will obviously be influenced by the tax rate (g), consumption (q), and price (through the sales tax) (m), but we must also consider the role of tax evasion (l). Tax evasion influences both tax revenues and the average price paid by consumers (k). If the gray-market price (the price for untaxed marijuana) is substantially different from the prices charged in the legal market, this evasion-induced price decrease could lead to a further increase in consumption.

The gray box at the top right corner represents the factors that could influence state and local budgets besides tax revenue from legal sales. These would include changes in government expenditures on law enforcement (a), changes in government expenditures on drug treatment,
or tax revenues from other goods that are purchased (or not purchased) because of a change in marijuana consumption and production (e.g., bongs, fertilizer, alcohol). This box would include the impacts of tourism, and it also captures the possibility of a federal intervention (e.g., making federal highway funds contingent on states not legalizing marijuana—similar to what was done to make sure all states imposed a legal drinking age of 21 years). Both of these possibilities are addressed in Chapter Four. It is this box (t) in combination with tax revenues (r) and the regulation costs (h) that generate the net impact on state and local budgets.

In the rest of this chapter, we provide further insight into the key parameters needed to project the effect on marijuana consumption and tax revenues from marijuana sales. In Chapter Five, we discuss some other possible ways in which marijuana legalization could affect state and local budgets.

**Current Price**

We need an estimate of the current price because economists typically project price-induced changes in consumption by multiplying the percentage change in price by the elasticity of demand, or percentage change in consumption per 1-percent change in price. (This is discussed in detail later in this chapter.) The percentage change in price is computed as the difference between the projected post-legalization price and the current price.

There are many types of marijuana, mostly reflecting differences in the amount of delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol, or THC, which determines the intoxication potential. Also, the price per unit weight varies with quantity purchased—that is, there are “quantity discounts” (Caulkins and Padman, 1993). Here and throughout this paper, we define *price* as the price of an ounce of marijuana that has THC content comparable to that of sinsemilla today and that is both unbranded and unbundled. That price is currently $300–$450 per ounce in California (Bond and Caulkins, 2010). We focus on the price of sinsemilla-grade marijuana because it constitutes a substantial share of domestic production in California today—and would likely predominate in the legalization scenarios we believe most likely (grow house–, not farm field–, based production).

Post-legalization, some suppliers may seek to differentiate their marijuana through branding, advertising, or some sort of quality difference not related to intoxication potential. *Unbundled* refers to marijuana sold as marijuana (as opposed to marijuana-impregnated brownies, beer, or other products) to be consumed off-premises (akin to the grocery-store price of beer rather than the price of beer in a bar). The price of beer or, possibly in the future, marijuana purchased for consumption in a bar or restaurant includes the cost of the rent, utilities, wait staff’s wages, and such, which are bundled together with the price of the beer or marijuana itself.

---

1 According to the Drug Enforcement Administration, “[s]insemilla, in Spanish, means without seed. Growing the female cannabis plant separate from the male cannabis plant prevents pollination, resulting in an increase in THC (tetrahydrocannabinol) levels and bud growth” (NIDC, 2001).
Current Consumption

To project consumption changes in percentage terms, one needs to know the current level of consumption. The higher the current quantity consumed, the greater the projected tax revenues from legalizing and taxing marijuana. A number of studies across different countries have found that total consumption divided by the number of past-year users is close to 100 grams, or a little less than 4 ounces. Based on the available data, it seems reasonable that between 400 and 500 metric tons (MT) of marijuana are consumed in California each year. Although it is unknown how BOE (2009b) generated its estimate of 454 MT, that figure is consistent with the ranges calculated here and by Gieringer (2009). And, given that some readers may want to compare our revenue estimates with those of BOE, we use 454 MT in our base calculations. To generate national consumption estimates, we multiply the California estimate by the total number of marijuana users in the United States divided by the number of marijuana users in California.

In our model, we convert these total quantities into sinsemilla-equivalent quantities, adjusting for THC content. For example, we count 2.5 grams of commercial-grade marijuana with 40 percent of the potency of sinsemilla as equivalent to 1 gram of sinsemilla. Consumption totals are reported based on the current mix (so they are directly comparable to the 454-MT figure), and changes are reported as changes in “sinsemilla-equivalent quantities” (effectively, changes in THC consumption); however, the tax projections allow for the possibility that the mix of marijuana types may shift toward higher-potency forms.

Future Price

No modern nation has ever legalized commercial marijuana production, so there are literally no relevant data to guide estimates of marijuana-production costs after legalization. Although

2 Bouchard (2008) calculates that past-year users in Quebec used, on average, 94 grams in 2003 and notes that this is consistent with studies from other countries. He raises the possibility of a “100 grams-per-user benchmark.” Kilmer and Pacula’s (2009) estimate for the United States is strikingly similar (93 grams), as is Slack et al.’s (2008) New Zealand figure of 98 grams. The United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC) (2006) classifies marijuana users into four groups (casual, regular, daily, and chronic users) and presents their prevalence as well as expected annual consumption based on an international review of the literature; the weighted average for any past-year user is 116 grams per annum.

3 Little has been written about the total quantity of marijuana consumed in California. Gieringer (2009), using data from NSDUH and assumptions about quantity consumed, suggests that Californians consume 431–499 MT of marijuana annually. BOE (2009b) assumes that Californians consume 454 MT annually, although it gives no supporting information about how this number was generated. (BOE notes only that “Our literature review indicates that estimated consumption of marijuana in California amounts to one million pounds per year, or 16 million ounces.”) The 2006–2007 NSDUH (SAMHSA, 2007) reports that 3,342,000 Californians used marijuana in the previous year. If we apply Kilmer and Pacula’s (2009) assumption that 20 percent of surveyed marijuana users deny their marijuana use, that suggests a rough estimate of 4.2 million past-year users in California. Using the estimate of 93 grams per past-year user from Kilmer and Pacula and the 116 grams from UNODC generates a range of 391–487 MT.

4 An important contribution to this estimate would be an estimate of the share of marijuana users not covered by NSDUH. NSDUH was redesigned in the early 2000s partly to decrease undercoverage.

5 The assumption that quantity consumed per user in California is the same as it is throughout the country could be revisited in future analyses. Other estimates for annual U.S. consumption range from 1,000 MT (Abt Associates, 2001) to nearly 10,000 MT (Gettman, 2007), with estimates from the DEA and UNODC hovering around 4,200 MT (Drug Availability Steering Committee, 2002; UNODC, 2005).
the Dutch have essentially legalized retail distribution, they have not legalized production. The same could be said about California's medicinal-marijuana policy; large-scale production for wholesale purposes is not legal, and, at any rate, quality standards and regulatory oversight are likely to be different for recreational than for medicinal marijuana. Relying primarily on the gray literature (e.g., textbooks on marijuana production), some interviews, and, where possible, the scientific literature, we created cost estimates for four different production methods, which, in decreasing order of cost, are (1) private hydroponic homegrown on a 5-foot–by–5-foot area; (2) filling most of a 1,500-square-foot residential house with intensive hydroponic production (with artificial lights, best practices, and so on); (3) growing marijuana in "greenhouse farms"; and (4) unfettered outdoor farming that achieves efficiencies of the sort that American agriculture achieves when growing tomatoes, lettuce, or asparagus. Our estimation method is akin to what an entrepreneur would use when developing a business plan for a new product or production process.

For our model, we take the second method as the base case (filling most of a 1,500-square-foot residential house) on the grounds that the third and fourth might attract federal enforcement attention. However, even when factoring in the cost of artificial lighting, rent for a house (which is much more expensive than for a greenhouse), and other expenses, post-legalization house-based production costs would still only be on the order of $300–$400 per pound, including harvest and processing (Caulkins, 2010b), or only about one-tenth of the current wholesale price. There are several reasons to anticipate such a sharp decline. First, we anticipate that workers' wages will fall because employers will not have to pay a risk premium to employees for participating in an illegal activity.6 Second, there will be greater ability to use labor-saving automation, especially in the manicuring stage. Third, production at the level of an entire grow house, or several houses operated together, permits economies of scale not available to grows kept small enough to avoid attracting the attention of not just federal but also local law enforcement. Fourth, assuming that growers avoid attracting federal law-enforcement attention, they will face minimal risk of arrest and forfeiture.

In our base case, we assume typical producer and retailer markups of 25 percent and 33 percent,7 respectively, and allow an additional $40 per pound for logistics and distribution, suggesting an untaxed legal retail price of about $38 per ounce (see Caulkins, 2010b). Thus, key drivers of retail price will include whether an excise tax is imposed (e.g., the Ammiano bill's proposal of $50 per ounce), whether such a tax is successfully collected or evaded, and whether regulatory and compliance burdens create substantial deadweight costs on producers and distributors. These are naturally very hard to predict, so we provide projections conditional on assumptions about these factors.

Figure 3.2 displays the components of the taxed, legal price, assuming a $50-per-ounce excise tax with indoor production in residential houses that are essentially filled with marijuana plants (1,300 out of 1,500 square feet for plants) grown with artificial light, with one

---

6 For present purposes, we do not need to know what the current hourly wage rates are, but Caulkins (2010b) found a number of statements in the gray literature suggesting that $20 to $25 per hour might not be atypical of cash payments to people who had no ownership stake in the grow. By way of contrast, agricultural workers in California harvesting and tending legal crops typically cost the employer no more than $10, including whatever benefits are (or are not) provided. For example, O*NET OnLine (2008) cites an average wage for California nursery and greenhouse laborers of $8.60 per hour.

7 These appear to be typical markups for agricultural and retail operations, respectively (Caulkins, 2010b).
full-time agricultural worker per house. The excise tax would account for more than half the retail price. Production and processing costs and profits account for a bit less than 30 percent of the cost structure, with the biggest components being materials (6.9 percent, mostly growing medium and consumables); house rent (5.8 percent); producers’ markup, including profit (5.7 percent); electricity for lighting (5.1 percent), and labor (4.8 percent, very roughly evenly divided between growing and the harvesting and processing). The remaining chunk stems from distribution and retail costs (and profits).

**Tax Rate and Evasion**

The average retail price paid will depend on what taxes are imposed and collected. The RCTC proposition does not mention any specific tax rate, leaving it to the discretion of the local governments. Obviously, that makes it extraordinarily difficult to forecast what tax revenues will be. As a base case, we consider a uniform $50-per-ounce excise tax throughout the state. We do this for the sake of comparability with others’ estimates (e.g., those based on the Ammiano bill), although there is no particular reason to think that $50 per ounce will be the tax rate if the RCTC proposition passes, and there is even some reason to doubt that a uniform high tax would be sustainable unless it were imposed at the state level.

Just because an excise tax is levied does not mean that it will be collected. In this regard, findings from the tobacco experience are particularly relevant. In the early 1990s, various Canadian provinces tried imposing cigarette taxes on the order of $3 per pack but had to...
repeal them because a black market of untaxed cigarettes quickly emerged that accounted for perhaps 30 percent of sales (Joossens and Raw, 2000; Non-Smokers’ Rights Association, 2009). There is sharp disagreement in the literature about the extent of tobacco tax evasion. To generalize and simplify, public-health researchers downplay the extent of smuggling; for example, Alamar, Mahmoud, and Glantz (2003) estimate that, in California, only 1–4.2 percent of cigarettes are smuggled to evade excise taxes. In contrast, BOE (1999a) estimates that 12–27 percent of cigarettes in California are sold without payment of excise taxes.

An important concern is that the proposed $50-per-ounce marijuana excise tax would be much higher than state tobacco taxes, which are all below $5 per ounce (LaFaiye et al., 2008). LaFaiye et al.’s (2008) data on cigarette excise taxes and evasion suggest that states with higher excise taxes have higher rates of tax evasion. Indeed, if their estimated evasion rates are correct, then extrapolating the resulting positive relationship between tobacco tax rates and tax evasion to the $50-per-ounce level would suggest that evasion would be (much more than) complete, and no taxes would be collected at all. Further, leaving aside the tobacco analogy, the financial reward for evading the Ammiano-bill (or $50-per-ounce) tax on a pound of marijuana after legalization will be greater than the financial reward is today for smuggling 1 pound of marijuana from Mexico into California, since the price of a pound of Mexican marijuana in California today is less than $800 (Caulkins, Morris, and Ratnatunga, 2010).

While the tax per unit weight is the obvious metric in terms of the challenge of covert smuggling, it is not the only relevant metric, and a $50-per-ounce tax is high but not unprecedented in terms of cost per year for the average user or as a percentage of plausible retail prices, as is suggested by Table 3.1.

### Changes in the Mix of Types of Marijuana

Marijuana is consumed in many different forms that vary in THC content, ranging from commercial grade (low potency) to domestic midgrade to high-grade sinsemilla (higher potency), as well other variants. The price per gram is roughly proportional to the THC content (Gieringer, 1994). For example, DEA data show that sinsemilla has about 2.4 times the potency and is a little more than twice as expensive per unit weight as commercial grade (NIDA, 2008). A tax assessed on the weight of marijuana (e.g., $50 per ounce) is higher in terms of dollars per unit of THC or per hour of intoxication for lower-potency forms than for higher-potency forms. An alternative taxation strategy would be to place a tax on the THC itself [and, possibly, regulate its ratio to cannabidiol and other components] to discourage the production of more-potent marijuana products; MacCoun, 2010a). Thus, the Ammiano bill’s proposed tax gives users an incentive to switch to higher-potency forms, a trend that would be reinforced if, as in our base-case scenario, legal production takes place primarily in grow houses.

That change would have no important effect on sales tax revenues inasmuch as prices are proportional to THC content, but it could substantially reduce excise revenues. In particular, actual excise revenues would equal the more-simplistic prediction—one that fails to consider the changing mix—multiplied by an adjustment factor that is equal to the average THC potency before legalization divided by the average THC potency after legalization. For example, if there were only two types of marijuana, commercial grade and sinsemilla, if sinsemilla were 2.4 times as potent, and if legalization changed the mix from 20 percent sinsemilla
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Marijuana</th>
<th>Cigarettes</th>
<th>Beer</th>
<th>80-Proof Distilled Spirits</th>
<th>Soda Pop</th>
<th>Gasoline</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unit base for taxation</td>
<td>Ounce</td>
<td>Pack</td>
<td>Gallon</td>
<td>Gallon</td>
<td>Ounce</td>
<td>Gallon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or local excise tax ($)</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>3.30</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.466</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Federal excise tax ($)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>10.80</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total excise taxes ($)</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>1.88</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>14.10</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific gravity</td>
<td>0.235</td>
<td>0.235</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>0.739</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grams per unit</td>
<td>28.35</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>3,974.7</td>
<td>3,482.6</td>
<td>30.46</td>
<td>2,797.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cubic centimeters per unit</td>
<td>120.49</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>3,785.4</td>
<td>3,785.4</td>
<td>29.57</td>
<td>3,785.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tax per gram ($)</td>
<td>1.76</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.0002</td>
<td>0.0040</td>
<td>0.0003</td>
<td>0.0002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tax per cubic centimeter ($)</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.0002</td>
<td>0.0037</td>
<td>0.0003</td>
<td>0.0002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basis for retail price, with taxes</td>
<td>Guess of $50/oz. untaxed</td>
<td>Midrange from casual Internet search</td>
<td>$6 for 6-pack of 12-oz. cans</td>
<td>$25 for 750-ml bottle</td>
<td>$1.49 for 2-liter bottle untaxed</td>
<td>$3.11/gal. state average</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approximate retail price, with taxes ($)</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10.67</td>
<td>126.18</td>
<td>2.17</td>
<td>3.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tax as percentage of total, with taxes</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daily consumption for typical daily user</td>
<td>1 g.</td>
<td>1 pack</td>
<td>2 12-oz. cans</td>
<td>2 1-oz. shots</td>
<td>2 16-oz. servings</td>
<td>10,000 miles/year at 25 mpg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual tax burden for typical daily user ($)</td>
<td>644</td>
<td>685</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>260</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
to 90 percent sinsemilla, then, because of quality switching, excise tax revenues would be more than 40 percent smaller than would be predicted by a model that did not allow for switching.  

How Price Changes Affect Use: The Elasticity of Demand

There is a substantial and fairly high-quality academic literature that empirically estimates how responsive drug use is to price changes (Pacula, Grossman, et al., 2001; DeSimone and Farrelly, 2003; Pacula, Chriqui, and King, 2003; Zhao and Harris, 2004; Williams et al., 2004; van Ours and Williams, 2007; Clements and Zhao, 2009). Disappointingly, the marijuana studies are weaker than studies of both licit substances (such as alcohol and tobacco) and some illegal drugs (such as cocaine). The explanation is that, for various technical reasons, price data are scarcer and more complicated for marijuana than for cocaine.

The marijuana literature is strongest on measuring the “participation” elasticity, meaning how price changes affect the number of users. A typical finding is that a 10-percent fall in price will increase the number of users by about 3 percent, implying a participation elasticity of \( \frac{3}{100} = -0.03 \). However, to project tax revenues and some health consequences, we want the effect of price on the \( \text{total quantity consumed} \), not on the \( \text{number of users} \). The reason is that some people who would have used anyway might use more if the price falls. There are no truly satisfying estimates of this “total price elasticity” in the marijuana literature. For tobacco, the total elasticity is roughly 1.5 or 2 times as large as the participation elasticity (Harris and Chan, 1999; Chaloupka and Grossman, 1996; Hu et al., 1995; Lewit and Coate, 1981). Thus, in the absence of marijuana-specific information, we multiply our participation elasticity of \( -0.3 \) by 1.75 to proxy the total elasticity. After accounting for possible income effects, we settle on a baseline total price elasticity of \( -0.54 \).

Nonprice Effects on Consumption from Both Legalization and Promotion

There are many mechanisms by which a change in marijuana laws or their enforcement might influence drug use, including changes in legal risks, employer risks (through drug testing), price and availability, and social attitudes and norms (MacCoun and Reuter, 2001). Unfortunately, we do not know enough about each mechanism to specify the relative importance of each one; thus, we cannot specify the net impact with any confidence.

Empirically, there are case studies that provide relevant evidence: (1) U.S. and international experience with the depenalization of cannabis use; (2) the Alaska and South Australia home-cultivation experience; (3) the effect of increasing the legal drinking age in U.S. states;

---

9 Adjustment multiplier \( \frac{0.2 \times 2.4 + (1 - 0.2)}{0.9 \times 2.4 + (1 - 0.9)} = 0.566 \).

10 Especially for heavy users, a price decline acts almost like an increase in income because it allows the person to afford the same quantities of everything he or she had been buying before (marijuana and other goods), plus some more. Based on our analysis of NSDUH, we estimate that the median gram of marijuana is consumed by someone who spends about 5 percent of income on marijuana. So, for a typical user, a 70-percent price decline would feel like a 3.5-percent increase in income, perhaps leading to an extra (“income elasticity”) bump up of 3.5 percent in use. Hence, our base-case total elasticity is \( -0.3 \times 1.75 \times 1.035 = -0.54 \).
and (4) the Dutch cannabis coffee-shop experience. However, none of these case studies is directly analogous to full-scale regulated legalization—even the Dutch maintain a prohibition on high-level cannabis trafficking and large-scale production—and none appears to involve a drop in prices of the magnitude that could occur under full legalization. Still, we think that the case studies provide some basis for a rough estimate of the nonprice effects of legalization. In a forthcoming analysis, MacCoun (2010b) assesses what we can learn from each of these experiences based on the available evidence.

Correctly identifying causal impact is difficult, but, together, these case studies suggest that cannabis legalization would plausibly lead to increases in consumption, above and beyond those from price drops. If we attribute the largest estimated effects exclusively to the policies (a controversial but cautious assumption), then the Dutch experience suggests a temporary increase of around 35 percent in past-month prevalence. The Alaska and South Australian experiences and the change in the drinking age suggest smaller effects, but these were less dramatic changes than found in the Dutch experience. (For more information, see MacCoun, 2010c.) Taken together, the available evidence suggests that the nonprice impact on consumption might be on the order of a 35-percent increase in past-month use. Given the ambiguity and noisiness of the data, estimates in the range of 5 to 50 percent seem plausible.

**Starting Values for the Base-Case Scenario**

Table 3.2 provides a summary of the values we use for our base scenario. None of these estimates should be viewed as being in any way precise, but our judgment, analyses, and read of the evidence suggest that these are reasonable starting values.
Table 3.2  
Base-Case Values for Some Key Parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Base Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Prelegalization</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retail price ($)</td>
<td>375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total amount consumed in California per year</td>
<td>1 million pounds (454 MT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price elasticity of demand (participation)</td>
<td>-0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elasticity of demand (total)</td>
<td>-0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Post-legalization</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tax per ounce ($)</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wholesale price ($)</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gray-market price ($)</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal, untaxed ($)</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal, taxed (with excise and sales taxes) ($)</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonprice effect of legalization on consumption (%)</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase in average potency of marijuana</td>
<td>77 (i.e., marijuana after legalization has 1.77 times as much THC, on average)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evasion rate</td>
<td>Unknown (used a sensitivity parameter)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTE: All prices are for 1 oz. of sinsemilla that is neither branded nor bundled.
CHAPTER FOUR

Projections with a $50-per-Ounce Tax

This chapter describes our base-case estimates for the effect of marijuana legalization with a $50-per-ounce tax on marijuana consumption in California and tax revenues from those marijuana sales. We highlight two distinct types of uncertainty in the projections: parameter uncertainty and structural uncertainty. Parameter uncertainty relates to the value of quantitative model inputs, such as those listed in Table 3.2 in Chapter Three. Structural uncertainty speaks more to the assumptions underlying the model, such as the shape of the demand curve or whether marijuana exported from California will be taxed.

To demonstrate how much parameter uncertainty can influence projections, we begin by fixing the values for all the parameters except one: the proportion of marijuana consumed in California on which tax is not collected, either because it is homegrown or because it is purchased from the tax-evading gray market. As noted in Chapter Two, the RCTC proposition does not specify a tax rate. It also does not specify a particular regulatory regime, which could influence the probability of evasion as well. In theory, this evasion rate could range from 0 to 100 percent, with the latter implying that the state would not generate any tax revenue from marijuana sales. Since there is essentially no empirical basis for predicting the actual rate, we present the results for the full range of evasion rates, represented on the horizontal or x-axis in Figure 4.1.

To demonstrate how structural uncertainty can influence projections, we include two panels in Figure 4.1, each of which makes a different assumption about the shape of the demand curve for marijuana. Demand curves tell us how much of a good will be consumed at any given price; however, we have evidence concerning the demand curve’s shape over the range of prices observed over only the past 30 years or so, and legalization would push prices down to levels not seen in that period. Here, we consider two demand curves that are often assumed in elementary economic analyses (linear and constant elasticity demand), but we

---

1 In this chapter, we also consider small-scale home production (≤5’ × 5’ plot) as a type of tax evasion.

2 For those familiar with analysis of the Challenger space shuttle disaster, this issue is similar to data about the relationship between O-ring performance and temperature. The launch temperature on January 27, 1986, was “beyond the support of the historical data” (to use the technical jargon). Simply put, all the evidence about O-ring damage came from temperatures of 53º F and above, whereas the forecast temperature was 26–29º F (Tufte, 1997; Robison et al., 2002). Likewise, all our evidence about marijuana demand comes from times when average wholesale sinsemilla prices were above $3,000 per pound (inflation-adjusted to today’s dollars), but we expect post-legalization prices to be much lower, perhaps something on the order of $350 × (1 + 25%) = $440 per pound.
have no reason to believe that either is correct. We use the curves because they are familiar (at least to economists) and illustrate how consequential such seemingly innocuous assumptions can be, not because we believe one or the other is in any sense preferred. We also stress that demand-curve shape is by no means the only structural assumption embedded in our model. We consider the importance of some other structural assumptions in Chapter Six.

The left panel of Figure 4.1 shows the model’s projection of consumption and tax revenue as a function of the evasion rate, assuming a linear demand curve. Naturally, when the evasion rate is 100 percent, the state does not collect any tax revenue. At the other extreme, with no tax evasion, we assume that, for every ounce, users will pay $38 (pretax price) plus an additional 9-percent sales tax ($3.40 per ounce) and a $50-per-ounce excise tax, for a total retail price of $91 per ounce.

As discussed earlier, it is important to consider how legalization could influence the type of marijuana being consumed. At the aforementioned price of $91 per ounce, we project total consumption in California to increase by about 76 percent, to what would be 800 MT if there were no change in the mix of types of marijuana. Multiplying this 800 MT by $50 per ounce gives an estimate of state excise tax revenues of $1.4 billion, but the mix change is projected to reduce that by about 43 percent, to $0.8 billion. Multiplying 800 MT by a $3.40-per-ounce tax rate gives an estimate of state sales tax revenues of $2.8 billion, but the mix change is projected to reduce that by about 43 percent, to $1.6 billion. Combining the estimates of excise tax and sales tax revenues yields a total estimate of $2.4 billion in state tax revenues.

Figure 4.1
Assumptions About the Demand Curve and the Rate of Tax Evasion Greatly Affect Projections

NOTE: This pair of charts shows how consumption and tax revenues are affected by the rate of tax evasion (indicated by the horizontal axis) and the shape of the demand curve (one panel for each of two shapes), while holding all other assumptions constant. For the marked line, the y-axis represents tax revenue in terms of billions of dollars (1.00 = $1 billion). For the solid line, the y-axis represents the percentage increase in consumption (1.00 = 100% increase). If there were no tax evasion (far left or 0% on the horizontal axis), legalization would increase consumption by 76% if demand was linear (panel A) and by 151% if demand had a constant elasticity, which implies a certain kind of curvature (panel B). (The 151% can be read from where the solid line in panel B touches the vertical axis.)
sales tax generates another roughly $96 million in tax revenue, so the tax revenue line crosses the vertical or y-axis at $0.9 billion; the sales tax is not affected by the mix change because the price per unit of THC is assumed to be the same across marijuana types. As the evasion rate increases, more individuals face the gray-market price (assumed to be 25 percent lower at $91 \times 0.75 = $68 per ounce), and the total amount of marijuana consumed increases. In the 100-percent-evasion scenario, we would expect the total consumption to increase by 79 percent, slightly more than the 76 percent at 0-percent evasion.

The right panel of Figure 4.1 presents the same information, but this time for the constant-elasticity demand model. Once again, we see the expected decrease in revenues as a function of evasion, but it is not quite a straight line because consumption increases slightly more than linearly given the amount of evasion. When the evasion rate is 0 percent, this model projects the increase in total consumption to be 151 percent. This is roughly double the equivalent increase with a linear demand curve because of the underlying assumption about how consumption responds to price changes that go outside prices observed in historical data. The difference between the two consumption projections grows as the evasion rate increases because that increase exacerbates the price decline, reaching a projected 187-percent increase in consumption with 100-percent tax evasion.

Once again, we stress that we do not know what the demand curve for marijuana actually looks like and that neither of the curves shown here may accurately capture that demand. However, contrasting results with these two demand curves highlights the fact that a change in just one structural assumption can have a large impact on projected consumption and revenue.

The calculations just discussed used a single value for each of the model parameters listed in Table 3.2 in Chapter Three besides the tax-evasion rates. Since none of those other parameters is known with certainty, readers should actually think of each point on each line in Figure 4.1 as being surrounded by a range or distribution of higher or lower values that could result from uncertainty in these other parameters’ values. In Figure 4.2, we illustrate the uncertainty that comes from not knowing these other parameter values with certainty by showing the distributions surrounding the estimates for one specific tax-evasion rate (25 percent), while still assuming a $50-per-ounce tax. Figure 4.1 has four estimates corresponding to a 25-percent tax-evasion rate: changes in consumption and in tax revenues for both the linear and the constant-elasticity demand curve. Hence, Figure 4.2 displays four distributions in the form of box-and-whisker plots.4

The bottom and top of each box in Figure 4.2 show the range of values necessary to capture half of the probability distribution. For example, the leftmost box shows that, when the demand curve is assumed to be linear, the tax is $50 per ounce, tax-evasion rate is 25 percent, and supply is assumed to be infinitely elastic, our model suggests that, 50 percent of the time, the increase in consumption will range from 75 to 98 percent (the 25th and 75th percentiles,

---

4 Values for the other parameters are selected using a method called Monte Carlo simulation and, more specifically, a triangle distribution, meaning that the values can be anywhere within their specified ranges, but values near the base-case value (from Table 5.1 in Chapter Five) are most likely. Ranges for some of the important parameters are as follows: current price = $300–450 per ounce; current California consumption = 400–500 MT; demand elasticity = −0.4 − −1.26 (composed of several subcalculations); wholesale price = $15–38 per ounce; nonprice effect of legalization on consumption = 5–50%; potency adjustment = 1.57 – 1.97.
respectively). The whiskers indicate a broader range that reflects most of the possible outcomes that are not outsiders.\(^5\)

As we would expect after looking at Figure 4.1, assumptions about the shape of the demand curve matter enormously. People who believe that the demand curve is bowed, as with the constant-elasticity demand model, should expect not only much larger outcomes than people who believe that the demand curve is linear (in terms of both tax revenues and increases in consumption); they also should also expect that it will be far more difficult to pin down what will happen. Their boxes are both higher and more spread out than those associated with the linear demand curve. The 25th and 75th percentiles (represented by the bottom and top of each box in Figure 4.2, respectively) for consumption are 167–289 percent for constant-elasticity demand, much larger and more spread out than the 75–98 percent for the linear demand curve. The equivalent figures for revenues are $0.65 billion to $0.76 billion for linear demand and $1 billion to $1.49 billion for constant-elasticity demand.

We caution readers that these revenue figures being somewhat similar to those reported by BOE is more or less coincidence. BOE neglected tax evasion and changes in potency, while considering only a linear demand curve and one particular elasticity. Those differences more

\(^5\) More specifically, the lines extending from these boxes (the “whiskers”) represent the 75th (or 25th) percentile ±1.5 × interquartile range.
or less offset each other when the tax-evasion rate is 25 percent but do not for other rates of tax evasion.

Once again, readers should not interpret our use of these two particular demand curves, the 25-percent evasion rate, or the $50-per-ounce excise tax as signaling what we think the most likely scenario will be. The purpose of Figure 4.2 is only to demonstrate how much additional uncertainty there is about revenue and consumption estimates, above and beyond that already illustrated in Figure 4.1, when one recognizes that none of the other model parameters is known with certainty.
In this chapter, we discuss the results of our base-case scenario. In addition to addressing effects on consumption and tax revenues from marijuana sales, we consider other budgetary and nonbudgetary effects.

**Consumption Effects**

A central question about legalization is whether it will make marijuana consumption go up a little or a lot. The central point of Chapter Four is that it is hard to answer that question because there is great uncertainty about how much consumption will increase. However, it is also hard to answer that question because different people have different thresholds for distinguishing between “a little” and “a lot.”

For the sake of exposition, we will consider a doubling in consumption as a bright line for defining whether consumption changes are small or large. This threshold is not entirely arbitrary. It roughly distinguishes between prevalence rates that have and have not been observed in the United States in the past (MacCoun, 2010a). Marijuana use peaked in the United States in 1978–1979, and Table 5.1 shows how past-month use (our best available proxy for consumption) was twice as high in the student and household populations compared to what it was in 2008. The share of high-school seniors using daily was also twice as high (37 percent and 19 percent, respectively).

While the share of past-month users who used daily was similar for 1978 and 2008 (29 percent and 28 percent, respectively, based on dividing data the second row of Table 5.1 by data in the third row), this figure is not constant (e.g., at the midpoint of this series—1993—the corresponding number was closer to 16 percent). We also know that the marijuana seized and analyzed in 1978 was of lower potency than it was in 2008, suggesting that the harms and quantity consumed may not be the same (NIDA, 2008). Nonetheless, we offer this bright line to give readers context about what a doubling in the prevalence rate would look like, not necessarily what the associated costs would be. For the scenario presented in Figure 4.2 in Chapter Four, we found that the proportion of 10,000 trials for which consumption more than doubled was 22.1 percent with linear demand curve and 99.98 percent with constant-elasticity demand curve.

---

1 In our projection model, consumption is defined in terms of quantity consumed. The increase in the number of users would be smaller, perhaps roughly half as great, as the increase in quantity consumed.
Budget Effects Beyond Tax Revenues

Legalization will have various fiscal impacts. The goal from a budgeting perspective is not to minimize the cost of regulation but to maximize the tax revenue net of cost of regulation. In this section, we consider the potential effects of legalization on the costs associated with law enforcement, treatment, hospitalizations, and regulation.

Law-Enforcement Costs

Enforcing marijuana laws imposes costs on criminal-justice agencies. It is difficult to estimate these costs because most marijuana arrests are for misdemeanor possession and we do not have good information about the results of misdemeanor arrests specifically for marijuana. We do have better information about felony convictions and terms of incarceration, but, as was made clear in Chapter Two, these are not normal paths for those arrested for marijuana-related offenses.

Previous estimates of the cost of enforcing marijuana laws in California differ by an order of magnitude. Gieringer (2009) estimates the costs to be close to $200 million annually, while Miron (2010) estimates this figure to be closer to $1.9 billion per annum. Interestingly, both of these studies use the same basic approach: prorating of historical costs. An example of how to prorate historical costs is as follows: If the total expenditure on an activity (such as arresting) is $100 million per year and 10 percent of those actions involve marijuana offenders, then the estimate of that component attributable to enforcing marijuana prohibition is $10 million per year.

We use an essentially similar approach obtaining cost and administrative criminal-justice data from local, state, and, sometimes, national sources (for detail, see Caulkins, 2010a). Our analysis accounts for the fact that police do more than just make arrests and applies different costs for misdemeanor and felony offenses. Table 5.2 compares our results with the previous estimates mentioned; we include a separate column for costs specifically for offenders 21 years old and older because both the Ammiano bill and RRTC proposition would prohibit marijuana use for those under 21. The table provides the estimates in terms of costs in millions of dollars; Table 5.3 shows the percentage those costs represent by component.

There are two main reasons that Miron’s earlier and oft-cited estimate (2005) is so much higher than ours or Gieringer’s (2009). First, Miron prorates the entire policing budget in proportion to the number of arrests by type (marijuana versus other), but police do many things besides arrest people (e.g., emergency response, traffic control), and not all arrests are equally
expensive (Aos et al., 2001, 2006). Marijuana arrests are mostly misdemeanors and so are not as expensive, on average, as other types of arrests. Gieringer’s (2009) $12.4 million figure for policing is lower because he assumes that misdemeanor arrest costs are completely offset by collection of fines; we are skeptical because fines often cost as much to collect as they are worth (Piehl and Williams, 2010).

Second, Miron’s (2005) adjudication and Miron’s (2010) adjudication and incarceration costs are much larger than Gieringer’s or our estimates because Miron prorates all drug-related prosecution and incarceration costs across drugs in proportion to the fraction of sales and manufacturing arrests by drug. However, marijuana offenders are less likely to be prosecuted than other drug offenders, and they receive shorter sentences if they are prosecuted (see analysis in Caulkins, 2010a). Thus, such prorating assigns far too much of drug-related incarceration costs to marijuana.

---

2 We combine information about the number of marijuana cases in which a complaint was sought with Aos et al.’s (2001, 2006) figures for the unit cost per conviction for drug offenses and misdemeanors to estimate adjudication costs for marijuana enforcement of $65 million to $80 million. These could be slight underestimates inasmuch as there are more complaints than convictions; so, dividing court costs across convictions, not complaints, ought to generate a slightly higher figure. However, the Aos et al.–derived cost parameters are substantially higher than Albert-Goldberg’s (2009) estimates based on Los Angeles County information.
There are many limitations to our estimate’s precision and completeness. However, those limitations largely apply to the previous estimates. To the extent that participants in the debate about marijuana legalization in California want to use estimates of this sort, we believe that the figures provided here are more defensible than those that assume that the annual criminal-justice costs are greater than or equal to $1 billion.

A distinct question is whether the California state budget savings from marijuana legalization would equal the current amount now being spent on marijuana prohibition. It likely would not for at least three reasons: (1) Freed resources may be used for other purposes rather than refunded to the taxpayer; (2) most of the criminal-justice resources associated with marijuana enforcement involve local and county, not state, agencies; and (3) there would be new administrative, regulatory, and even enforcement costs of managing the legalized distribution of marijuana.

**Treatment Costs**

In 2009, there were more than 32,000 treatment admissions in California with marijuana listed as the primary drug of abuse (HHS, 2009). A principal concern of legalization opponents is that, if marijuana consumption rises, dependence will rise and place a further burden on drug treatment systems. However, in California (as in many states), a large share (52 percent in 2009) of drug treatment admissions comes through criminal-justice referrals. Presumably, if marijuana is legalized, fewer people would be transferred to treatment by the criminal-justice system. Such a reduction might pertain only to adults, because youth possession would still be illegal. And, in the case of California, those under the age of 21 represent 62 percent of all the marijuana primary treatment episodes (SAMHSA, undated).

We are unaware of studies that examine how dependence, particularly among youth, changes in response to a change in prices or legalization. Thus, it is difficult to estimate how dependence and related treatment costs will change. Nonetheless, it is worth considering what would happen if (1) non–criminal-justice referrals to marijuana treatment for adults occur in the same proportion to total consumption as they do today, (2) criminal-justice referrals of youths occur at a rate that is similar to what we currently observe, (3) the number of people seeking treatment for abuse or dependence is proportional to the number of regular users, and (4) prices decline by 75 percent. Of course, there are numerous reasons that these assumptions might overestimate or underestimate what will happen to the number of people seeking treatment, but these assumptions are not unreasonable. They imply an extra 2,544 treatment admissions per year.

At a weighted average price of marijuana treatment of $575 (Pacula, 2010a), this would result in a $1.5 million increase in total spending on treatment, of which perhaps $1 million would fall on the taxpayer. We tested the sensitivity of this finding to alternative assumptions (e.g., regarding the fraction of current criminal-justice adult cases that might end up in treatment even with a policy change). The costs to taxpayers could be larger, perhaps even six times as much.

---

3 Referrals to treatment with marijuana as the primary drug of abuse might occur for other reasons, such as driving while intoxicated, and it is not possible to determine the extent to which this is the case. From a public-health standpoint, a reduction in criminal-justice diversions to treatment might mean an increase in unmet need for treatment, which itself could have other impacts on Californians and on state expenditures. It is possible that these averted cases will find their way to treatment through other paths.

4 The interested reader is encouraged to read Pacula (2010a) for more-explicit details and sensitivity analyses.
times larger, but that would still total only a few million dollars, whereas other outcomes are
denominated in the tens or hundreds of millions of dollars. Hence, it is unlikely that increased
treatment costs will have much of an impact on the bottom line in terms of net budgetary cost
of marijuana legalization.

Other Health Costs

The chemical properties and method of administration of marijuana make serious, acute health
problems rare when used in moderation or even in excess. However, as an empirical matter,
marijuana use does cause health outcomes that lead users to seek immediate medical attention
through emergency departments (EDs) and hospitals. These are a particularly costly form of
health care, so it is worth considering whether a legalization-induced increase in ED episodes
or other hospitalizations would have significant budgetary effects.5

In his examination of time-series data, Grossman (2005) finds that a 10-percent decline
in the price of marijuana would be associated with an increase in marijuana-involved ED epi-
sodes of between 2.65 percent and 11.9 percent. We use this finding to predict what might
happen to ED episodes in California given our best estimates of what the probable change in
price would be with legalization. To do so, we must start with assumptions about the baseline
rates of marijuana-involved ED visits involving only marijuana for the state of California,6
assumptions about the fraction of these visits that can be causally attributed to marijuana
(varied, but started at 20 percent), and information on the fraction of ED visits paid for by the
taxpayers (60 percent).7 The hypothesized change in these adjusted baseline ED rates caused
by an increase in consumption due to a 75-percent reduction in the price and a 35-percent
increase from nonprice factors is a rise in ED rates between 29 percent and 130 percent. This
translates into a cost of marijuana-involved ED episodes to taxpayers in the range of $1.9 mil-
lion to $2.6 million, small despite episodes in the thousands due to the relatively low presumed
average cost per ED visit ($614). Even if we assume that 90 percent of all episodes are causally
from marijuana, the ultimate cost to taxpayers is on the order of tens of millions of dollars,
which is relatively small compared to estimates of criminal-justice expenditures or potential
tax revenue.

There are also costs related to people admitted into the hospital beyond what is captured
in the cost of the ED visits. Throughout California in 2008, there were 181 admissions to
hospitals in which marijuana abuse or dependence was listed as the primary reason for the
hospitalization. Even though the average charge per episode exceeded $22,000, the total cost
of these episodes is just over $2 million, so relatively small vis-à-vis the other costs and sav-
ings. Perhaps more important from a cost perspective are the additional 25,000 admissions

5 It is possible that legalization will lead to more marijuana being consumed bundled with other products (e.g., beer,
brownies), so mode of administration might shift somewhat toward modes that make it more difficult for users to titrate
their dose.

6 As rates are not available for the entire state, we use available data from two California cities (San Diego and San Fran-
cisco) that are part of the Drug Abuse Warning Network. Our rates per 100,000 residents are 68.9 (low, from San Diego)
and 92 (from San Francisco). Assuming that the rate for the entire state falls within this range, the rates for these two cities
are used as bounds for the baseline and adjusted for alternative assumptions regarding the fraction of these episodes that are
causally attributable to marijuana.

7 Details of these calculations are in Pacula (2010a).
for which marijuana is listed as a supplemental diagnosis (second, third, or fourth diagnosis). Of these cases, nearly 4,000 were for schizophrenia (with an average charge of $20,300 per episode) and another 2,300 were for psychoses (with an average cost of $12,700). As the scientific literature is still unclear as to whether marijuana use causes these conditions or just complicates treating them, we do not consider the cost here of these nonprimary diagnoses. More research is needed before an accurate assessment can be conducted, but the implications of these research findings could be important in terms of the burden imposed. For more details on this, see Pacula (2010a).

**Regulation Costs**

If marijuana is legalized and taxed like alcohol or tobacco, this will create a host of questions for state and local governments. For example, governments will have to decide on the tax rate, licensing regime, optimal number of licenses, and how age restrictions will be enforced. The costs and revenues associated with legalization will depend both on the type of regulations established and the effort put into enforcing them.

There are many options for regulating marijuana, and one need look no further than alcohol regulation for ideas about different approaches. For example, in some states (e.g., Pennsylvania, Utah), liquor can be sold only in state-run stores with limited hours, while, in other states, liquor can be sold in gas stations (e.g., Missouri, Wisconsin). Also, marijuana’s physical properties (marijuana is very low in weight and low in volume per unit value) open up a range of alternative regulatory systems (e.g., mail order).

It is important to note that the cost of regulation is a choice variable, not an outcome variable. If the RCTC proposition passes, each local government will be able to determine the number of producers and retail outlets within its jurisdiction. While we do not know how many outlets there could be, it may be possible to gain some insight into this by looking at the number of outlets selling tobacco, alcohol, and other goods in California (Table 5.4).

Nearly 15 million Californians are current alcohol users (i.e., they reported using in the past month). If there is a regulatory environment that allows the same licensee-to–current user ratio for marijuana, and we assume, for this calculation, that legalization will double the number of current marijuana users, then there would be on the order of 8,000 off-site marijuana licensees. But this may not be the best way to think about the number of outlets. If marijuana were sold wherever tobacco was sold in California, there would be close to 38,000 outlets. Alternatively, if a decision were made to allow only existing medical-marijuana dispensaries to distribute legal marijuana, the number of outlets might be on the order of 1,000.

There could be just as much variation in the per-outlet regulation costs. For example, the California ABC, which is tasked with regulating alcohol suppliers throughout the state, has an annual budget of $52 million. Dividing this by the total number of alcohol outlets (on- and off-site; ABC, 2009) would put the average cost per outlet at approximately $650. Since some of the regulation costs come from sanctioning and shutting down problem suppliers, this $650, which is based on the number of existing licensees, may be inflated. This calculation also assumes that the regulation costs are generally the same for on- and off-site premises. Also, this

---

8 Author’s own calculation using 2008 California Office of Statewide Health Planning and Development (OSHPD) data, identifying a primary marijuana admission as one in which the primary diagnosis code was either 304.3X or 305.2X.

9 30,000 off-site licensees + 15 million current alcohol users × 4 million current marijuana users post-legalization = 8,000 off-site licensees.
Assessing the Projections

estimate may be low, because there are other expenditures associated with supply-side regulation. But even if the true figure were ten times this amount, it would still be lower than the $19,000 reportedly required per dispensary for the Los Angeles Police Department (LAPD) to inspect and audit medical-marijuana dispensaries in Los Angeles.10

We are uncomfortable projecting the regulatory costs associated with legalizing marijuana supply, but we want to highlight that the number could range dramatically depending on the number of suppliers and the intensity of enforcement.11 ABC is funded through license fees, and this is the regime proposed in the Ammiano bill. In this case, suppliers would cover

---

10 There has been a tremendous debate in Los Angeles about the appropriate number of medical-marijuana outlets in the city. During reform debate, there was discussion about limiting the number of dispensaries to 70 and creating a separate inspection and audit unit within LAPD. Los Angeles Police Commander Patrick M. Gannon “estimated that a 14-employee team would be needed to watch 70 dispensaries and would cost about $1.3 million to operate” (Hoeffel, 2009a). We confirmed with the LAPD that this was an annual figure that would put the regulation cost per dispensary at nearly $19,000.

11 Another potential regulatory cost could involve inspection and quality control. Dale Gieringer, the director of California NORML, observes that marijuana potency and contamination testing can be done for $100 per sample (Gieringer, 2010). The cost burden of such testing and inspection depends on how large a sample can be tested at once. If every ounce has to be tested individually, the cost burden at Gieringer’s suggested rate would obviously be $100 per ounce. If a house-based operation producing 546 pounds per year in four equal-size harvests could somehow have an entire quarter’s harvest tested at once, the cost would fall below $0.05 per ounce. This is an essentially nihilistic range, so we prefer to think of the estimates here as those that would pertain if inspection and compliance costs were merely akin to those of existing agricultural products, which is to say negligible relative to costs in the hundreds of dollars per pound.

Table 5.4
Number of Retail Outlets for Selling Various Products in California

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Outlet</th>
<th>Number (Year)</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Medical-marijuana dispensaries and delivery services</td>
<td>&gt;750 (May 2010)</td>
<td>Our estimatea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Off-site alcohol licensees</td>
<td>~30,000 (2009)</td>
<td>ABC (2009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tobacco retailers</td>
<td>~38,000 (2009)</td>
<td>BOE (2009a)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a We are not aware of estimates of the total number of medical-marijuana outlets in California, but we guess that, as of May 2010, the number probably exceeds 750. While there were reports of there being 1,000 dispensaries in Los Angeles alone, this was an overestimate. The real number is closer to 500–600 (Hoeffel, 2010), and, in June 2010, the city is starting the process of shutting down the majority. As for other jurisdictions, the city of San Jose estimates that it has 60 dispensaries (“San Jose City Council Discusses Pot Dispensary Regulation,” 2010), and, in Santa Barbara, some report approximately 20 dispensaries (Canelon, 2009). The number of dispensaries in San Francisco has been the subject of debate, with federal officials putting the figure above 60 and local officials putting the figure closer to 25 (Coté et al., 2008). Hoeffel (2009b) reports that, in December 2009, Oakland had four dispensaries, Berkeley three, Palm Springs two, West Hollywood four, and Sebastopol two. While this is not a comprehensive list, it is informative. The National Organization for the Reform of Marijuana Laws (NORML) office in California lists more than 500 dispensaries on its website for the state (about 100–150 are in the Los Angeles–Long Beach area), but it does not claim that this list is comprehensive or up-to-date (California NORML, undated). There are also delivery services that are not necessarily linked with storefront dispensaries. As of May 2010, we are reasonably confident that the number of outlets selling medical marijuana exceeded 750 and would not be surprised if the true number were closer to 1,000.
much of the costs associated with regulating supply, thus leading to a small net impact on government expenditures.

**Indirect Effects**

This section focuses on some nonbudgetary effects of legalization: dependence and abuse, drugged driving, and the use of other substances. While each can have important implications for the budget (some of which are included in the previous section), here we stress some non-budget effects that may be of interest. It is important to note that we do not provide a comprehensive assessment of all potential health outcomes associated with marijuana use (e.g., chronic respiratory effects, psychological effects). For reviews of these literatures, please see Hall and Pacula (2003) and Hall and Degenhardt (2009).

**Dependence and Abuse**

How would the number of marijuana users meeting clinical criteria for abuse or dependence change with a change in the policy? Over this decade, the number of users meeting these criteria in the previous year as a fraction of people reporting use of marijuana in the past year in nationally representative samples has been fairly stable (~16 percent). One way to project what could happen to dependent users post-legalization is to assume that this relationship between the number dependent and past-year users remains the same.

We start by making an assumption about legalization’s effect on consumption. For this example, we consider a 58-percent increase in annual consumption and refer interested readers to Pacula (2010a) for more information about this starting value. With 525,000 users estimated to meet *Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders*, 4th ed. (DSM-IV) criteria for marijuana abuse or dependence in California in 2009 (Pacula, 2010a), a 58-percent increase would suggest a rise of 305,000, bringing the total number of users meeting clinical criteria for abuse or dependence to 830,000. Of course, there is tremendous uncertainty surrounding this number because of uncertainty about the baseline assumptions that generated the predicted change in annual prevalence. If we adopt alternative plausible assumptions, we generate a range of 144,000 to 380,000, implying that the total number of users meeting clinical criteria for abuse or dependence would be in the range of 669,000 to 905,000.

There are currently no estimates in the literature of the social cost of a user meeting clinical criteria for abuse or dependence; thus, it is not possible to quantify this increase’s budgetary impact on California taxpayers. But, to the extent that dependence and abuse impose costs in the form of reduced productivity, higher health-care costs, or lost time with the family, a rise in dependence represents a real loss to the citizens of California.

**Drugged Driving**

While driving under the influence of marijuana or any other intoxicating substance can be risky, a question remains about whether marijuana use impairs individuals sufficiently to cause crashes and fatalities. While there is significant experimental literature suggesting a diminished effect on response rates and performance under very strictly controlled conditions, evidence from epidemiological studies has been less conclusive (Ramaekers et al., 2004; Blows et al., 2005). The notable exception in the literature are cases in which alcohol is used in conjunction with marijuana, in which case the evidence is clear that the combined effect of these
two drugs impairs driving significantly more than alcohol alone (Bramness, Khiabani, and Mørland, 2010; Jones et al., 2003; Dussault et al., 2002). Given the current uncertainty of the science in determining the role of marijuana use alone in accidents, it is impossible to determine how much an increase in marijuana use would translate into more accidents or, worse yet, fatal crashes.

However, a simple calculation suggests that, if someone believes that marijuana is causally responsible for many crashes that involve marijuana using drivers, legalization’s effect on crashes could be a first-order concern for them. Based on Fatality Analysis Reporting System (FARS) data, Crancer and Crancer (2010) report that blood tests established that one or both drivers had used marijuana near the time of the accident in 5.5 percent of passenger-vehicle fatal crashes (2008 in California). Causality is complicated in multicar crashes, but, even just considering single-vehicle fatal crashes, Crancer and Crancer found that 126 fatalities in crashes with marijuana involved drivers, 75 percent of whom had alcohol levels below 0.08.

There is no empirical evidence concerning an elasticity of fatal accident rates with respect to marijuana price, prevalence, or quantity consumed, and, as we have underscored repeatedly, there is enormous uncertainty concerning how legalization might affect those outcomes. However, 50- or 100-percent increases in use cannot be ruled out; nor can the possibility that marijuana-involved traffic crashes would increase proportionally with use. So it would be hard to dismiss out of hand worries that marijuana legalization could increase traffic fatalities by at least 60 per year (126 × 50% = 63)—especially since this represents increases in fatalities associated only with single-vehicle crashes and ignores the role marijuana might play in multi-vehicle fatalities. See Pacula (2010a) for a more detailed analysis.

There is no satisfactory way to compare the importance of some number of traffic deaths to dollar-denominated outcomes, such as tax revenues, but, when economists are forced to come up with such a number, they often use figures on the order of $4 million to $9 million per death (Viscusi and Aldy, 2003). Whereas we are reasonably confident that additional costs of marijuana treatment and of ED mentions and hospitalizations related directly to use per se are not first-order concerns, we cannot rule out that possibility with respect to legalization’s effects on drugged driving.

**Use of Other Substances**

Legalization will reduce marijuana prices and increase marijuana use. Either effect could affect the use of other substances. We take them up in reverse order.

Increased marijuana use could lead to greater use of other substances in various ways. For example, it is possible that becoming dependent on marijuana affects neural pathways in a way that increases vulnerability to abusing other substances. However, almost all the literature and controversy concerns a possible causal effect of use short of dependence.

The use of marijuana typically precedes the use of such substances as cocaine and heroin, and people who use marijuana earlier and more heavily are more likely to go on to more and heavier use of these substances (Kandel, 2002). These facts have given rise to the so-called gateway hypothesis—the hypothesis being that the pattern is not merely coincidence but instead reflects causal linkages, so that anything that increases or reduces use of marijuana might thereby cause an increase or reduction in use of these other substances.

Few topics in the drug-policy literature have stirred greater passions than the gateway hypothesis. While everyone agrees about the descriptive facts (e.g., cocaine use is usually preceded by marijuana use), there are sharp differences about whether the patterns reflect a causal
relationship and, if so, what the causal mechanism is. Skeptics are fond of pointing out that cocaine use is also usually preceded by drinking milk (i.e., most cocaine users tried milk before they first experimented with cocaine, but no one believes that drinking milk puts one at risk for greater cocaine use).

The gateway effect, if it exists, has at least two potential and quite different sources (MacCoun, 1998). One interpretation is that it is an effect of the drug use itself (e.g., trying marijuana increases the taste for other drugs or leads users to believe that other substances are more pleasurable or less risky than previously supposed). A second interpretation stresses peer groups and social interactions. Acquiring and using marijuana regularly may lead to differentially associating with peers who have attitudes and behaviors that are prodrug generally, not only with respect to marijuana. One version of this is the possibility that those peers will include people who sell other drugs, reducing the difficulty of locating potential supplies. If the latter is the explanation, then legalization might reduce the likelihood of moving on to harder drugs compared to the current situation.

Many studies have examined the gateway effect, and Room et al. (2010, p. 35) provide a concise appraisal of the international, multidisciplinary evidence:

Cannabis use is more strongly associated with other illicit drug use than alcohol or tobacco use, and the earliest and most frequent cannabis users are the most likely to use other illicit drugs. Animal studies provide some biological plausibility for a causal relationship between cannabis and other types of illicit drug use. Well-controlled longitudinal studies suggest that selective recruitment to cannabis use does not wholly explain the association between cannabis use and the use of other illicit drugs. This is supported by discordant twin studies [that] suggest that shared genes and environment do not wholly explain the association. Nonetheless, it has been difficult to exclude the hypothesis that the pattern of use reflects the common characteristics of those who use cannabis and other drugs.

We say nothing more about gateway effects because there simply is no consensus about magnitudes of those effects that would provide a basis for translating our projections of changes in marijuana use into projections of effects on other substances.

In two key respects, the idea of a gateway effect is related to, but conceptually distinct from, the economic concept of cross-price elasticity. Cross-price elasticity helps us think about how a change in the price of good A influences the consumption of good B, and the empirical studies focus on contemporaneous effects. In contrast, gateway effects are thought of in terms of long-run pathways or “careers” of drug use, and they pertain primarily to tastes or preferences, and sometimes availability, rather than price effects.

Price effects can work in either direction. Two goods are considered substitutes for one another if an increase in the price of good A leads to an increase in the demand for good B. They are considered complements to one another if an increase in the price of good A leads to a decrease in the demand for goods A and B. Most of the cross-price literature on marijuana has focused on effects on alcohol, tobacco, and cocaine use. Some of it looks at the effect of reductions in penalties for marijuana use, which can be thought of as a reduction in the total cost (price) of using marijuana (see, e.g., Pacula, 1998a; Williams and Mahmoudi, 2004, for useful reviews of this literature).

**Alcohol.** Much of this research focuses on the effect of marijuana-decriminalization policies on self-reported alcohol use, and the findings are mixed (e.g., Chaloupka and Laixuthai,
This is not surprising, because it is unclear what decriminalization status actually measures (Pacula, Chriqui, and King, 2003; MacCoun et al., 2009). Very few studies examine how changes in the money price of marijuana influences alcohol consumption, and these studies either produce inconsistent results (Chaloupka and Laixuthai, 1997)\(^\text{12}\) or find that the effect is close to 0 (Williams et al., 2004).\(^\text{13}\) The latter study focuses only on the effect of changes in marijuana prices on the probability of being a past-month alcohol user for college students. This highlights two important caveats. First, there is a difference between participation and total quantity demanded. Even if the changes in marijuana prices did not influence the probability of alcohol consumption, they may well have influenced the amount consumed by those who decided to use. Second, we should be careful about extrapolating the results from one group (in this case, college students) to the rest of the population.

**Tobacco.** There are a few studies suggesting that increases in tobacco taxes (which reduce tobacco use) lead to decreases in marijuana prevalence (Pacula, 1998a, 1998b; Chaloupka, Grossman, and Tauras, 1999). However, we must be cautious, because we cannot necessarily assume a reciprocal relationship. We are unaware of any studies of tobacco demand that include the money price of marijuana. However, Farrelly et al. (2001) use a proxy for marijuana use, and their results suggest that, when marijuana use goes up, so does tobacco use.\(^\text{14}\)

**Cocaine.** A number of studies suggest that marijuana and cocaine are economic complements, but many of these studies use the problematic decriminalization variable as a proxy for marijuana price (Thies and Register, 1993; Grossman and Chaloupka, 1998; Saffer and Chaloupka, 1999). Williams and colleagues (2006) use actual marijuana prices in their analysis of cocaine use among college students in the United States. For college students in the 1990s, they estimate the cross-price participation elasticity for cocaine to be between −0.44 and −0.49. This means that a 10-percent decrease in the price of marijuana would increase the prevalence of cocaine use by 4.4 to 4.9 percent.\(^\text{15}\)

While the debate about marijuana use’s effect on the use of other substances is far from settled, it is critical to note that the existing research has generally focused on how marginal changes in prices or fines influence consumption of other substances. This literature does not examine what happens after a large shock. Since marijuana legalization would likely be more

\(^{12}\) The authors argue that more weight should be given to the commercial-grade findings (which suggest that marijuana and alcohol are substitutes) because there was a lot of measurement error with sinsemilla and youth are more likely to use commercial grade since it is cheaper.

\(^{13}\) Williams et al. (2004) found a statistically significant negative marijuana price effect on 30-day alcohol use (\(z = −2.03\)), thus suggesting that marijuana and alcohol are complementary goods. However, this effect is very small. The marginal effect of −0.0009 suggests that, ceteris paribus, a $10 increase in the price of an ounce of commercial-grade marijuana (which would represent a 16-percent increase in the mean price; 1999 dollars) decreases the probability that a college student uses alcohol in the previous month by 0.009 percentage points. With 69 percent of the respondents reporting past-month alcohol use, this equates to a 0.013-percent decrease in prevalence. The effect on quantity of alcohol consumed was not measured.

\(^{14}\) The proxy is the marijuana price by dividing the number of juvenile arrests for marijuana by the number of marijuana users aged 12–20 for each state-year. The authors also include information about marijuana fines and report that the results were consistent with a complementary relationship but were not statistically significant.

\(^{15}\) The authors also estimated the cross-price participation elasticity for marijuana, and the results confirmed the complementary relationship and were consistent with another study (DeSimone and Farrelly, 2003).
than a marginal change (in terms of price, stigma, criminal risk, and, possibly, availability), it is unclear how these results based on smaller changes would extrapolate.
Considering Alternative Scenarios

Many assumptions are embedded in the structure of our model. In this chapter, we consider alternative assumptions, focusing on those we think could have important impacts or have received attention in the debate about the Ammiano bill or the RCTC proposition. We stress that this is not an exhaustive list of scenarios.

A Federal Response

We cannot overstate the importance of the potential federal response. Legalizing marijuana production would bring California law into direct conflict with federal law, as well as with various international treaties that the United States has signed pertaining to drug control. A potential federal response would be to allocate more federal law-enforcement resources to prosecuting people in California for violating federal marijuana laws. Another potential response would be for the federal government to launch a lawsuit against the State of California. It is possible that the interstate-commerce clause gives clear supremacy to federal law, but it is not inconceivable that a test case stemming from marijuana legalization might provoke new rulings concerning federalism.¹

Even without a full-blown constitutional crisis, California legalization probably would not play well in Congress. Another response would be to withhold federal appropriations. When the federal government wanted to “strong-arm” reluctant states into increasing the drinking age, it passed the Uniform Minimum Drinking Age Act of 1984 (Pub. L. 98-363), which withheld 10 percent of federal highway dollars from states that did not make it illegal for those under 21 to purchase or publicly possess alcohol.² If Congress withheld 10 percent of federal highway dollars from California (i.e., 10 percent × $3 billion), that could, for example, offset the potential criminal justice “savings” (California Department of Transportation, 2005).

¹ The Obama administration has clearly sought to minimize conflict around the production of marijuana for medical purposes, but it has not yet had to establish a position on production for recreational use. Even without a Supreme Court ruling, a new administration could decide to reverse this stance and enforce federal laws against activity California has legalized, provoking a test case, which would unquestionably be violated by commercial cultivation and sale. Related to this, Mikos (2009) contends that state marijuana laws “have not been, and, more interestingly, cannot be preempted by Congress, given constraints imposed on Congress’s preemption power by the anti-commandeering rule, properly understood.”

² According to Title 23 of the U.S. Code,

The Secretary shall withhold 10 per centum of the amount required to be apportioned to any State under each of sections 104 (b)(1), 104 (b)(3), and 104 (b)(4) [all transportation statutes] of this title on the first day of each fiscal year after the second fiscal year beginning after September 30, 1985, in which the purchase or public possession in such State of any alcoholic beverage by a person who is less than twenty-one years of age is lawful. (23 U.S.C. §158)
undated). Cooley (2010) raises the possibility that the RCTC proposition would make California noncompliant with the Anti–Drug Abuse Act of 1988 (Pub. L. 100-690); we make no judgments about whether Cooley is right, but we note that, if he were, that could have even greater consequences.3

If the federal threat is serious enough, it could essentially eliminate legal sales and, thus, the possibility of generating any tax revenue. But, at the other extreme, if the federal government does not get involved, California could generate an even larger amount of revenue by exporting sinsemilla to other states (a possibility that is discussed in the next section). An intermediate possibility would be a strong federal response against trafficking and production but a more muted response at the retail and consumer levels, which might produce a Dutch-style partial-legalization regime. Related to this, if the RCTC proposition passes and decision-makers are worried about a “race to the bottom” with respect to taxes (which is discussed in more detail later in this chapter), one option would be for federal officials to use their considerable enforcement discretion to tolerate production in jurisdictions that kept the tax rate above a certain threshold.4 Of course, these are not the only options available to the federal government.

**Taxing Exports to Other States**

The results discussed thus far have focused on what would happen to consumption in California and the tax revenues deriving from that consumption. While we do not know how much marijuana California currently exports to other states, such activity would likely increase post-legalization, given the expected drops in California production and processing costs. Indeed, as Bond and Caulkins (2010) note, sinsemilla produced legally in California would undercut sinsemilla prices throughout almost the entire United States, even if it is successfully taxed at $50 per ounce and allowance is made for the cost of smuggling illegal marijuana. Hence, legalizing marijuana in California could depress sinsemilla prices and increase consumption throughout the nation. Furthermore, if the marijuana smuggled out of California were diverted from the legal distribution system after taxes had been collected, then California would collect tax revenues on those exports. Since the rest of the lower 48 states have about six times as many marijuana users as does California, taxes on exports could dramatically increase California’s tax revenues. Some such tax revenues are almost certain, even if only from “drug tourists” traveling from other states to buy personal consumption amounts (as happens in the Netherlands). However, unless purchase-quantity limits are enforced, it could also happen on a commercial scale.

The numbers behind this scenario are straightforward. A legal, taxed price of $91 per ounce is equivalent to $1,450 per pound. The price gradient observed today for marijuana is about $450 per pound per thousand miles one moves away from its source (e.g., away from Mexico for commercial-grade marijuana; Bond and Caulkins, 2010). So, for example,

---

3 Specifically, Cooley notes that the drug-testing provision in the RCTC proposition is in conflict with “The Federal Drug-Free Workplace Act of 1988 [which] requires that all employers who receive government grants and contracts greater than $100,000 maintain a drug-free workplace.”

4 The federal government could also use this approach to encourage other restrictions on production, advertising, potency, an so on.
the cost of smuggling the 2,500 miles from San Francisco to Washington, D.C., is about $1,125 per pound. Adding that to the purchase price gives a total cost ($2,575 per pound), that is considerably below the current wholesale price of sinsemilla in the Maryland/Virginia area (roughly $4,000 per pound). The California-grown sinsemilla would be even more competitive if it were purchased at post-legalization wholesale prices (closer to $1,250 per pound, including all taxes).

The economics are different for commercial-grade marijuana. Legal commercial-grade marijuana from California taxed at $50 per ounce ($800 per pound) would not be cost-competitive with commercial-grade from Mexico, which sells within the United States along the southwest border for $300–$600 per pound. If California (and the federal enforcement agencies) allowed farm-based cultivation and tax rates were lower, the situation would be different because mechanized farming can produce marijuana for well below $300–$600 per pound; however, it seems unlikely that federal agencies would allow such brazen production.

Competition between California sinsemilla and Mexican commercial-grade would be tighter on a price-per-unit-of-THC basis. With a lower tax (e.g., $5 per ounce), California-grown sinsemilla would win almost everywhere; with a higher tax (e.g., $50 per ounce), the winner would vary by location, because the same smuggling cost per pound generates a lower smuggling cost per unit of THC for sinsemilla than for commercial grade.

Thus, when it comes to California’s tax revenue from exports, much depends on particulars about the tax rate and whether the marijuana would be diverted at the wholesale or retail level and before or after taxes are collected. However, even if California merely captured the bulk of the sinsemilla market with taxed exports, California tax revenues could substantially increase. (In round terms, there are six times as many marijuana users outside of California as in California, and sinsemilla probably accounts for close to one-tenth of the total quantity consumed nationally.5) A tripling or even quadrupling of tax revenues is not implausible under the right circumstances.

**Trying to Use the Excise Tax to Keep Prices at the Current Level**

For most of our analyses, we have focused on the $50-per-ounce excise tax, because that is the level listed in the Ammiano bill and it receives the most attention in the debate in California. As we noted earlier, the RCTC proposition allows each local jurisdiction to determine the tax rate. Given the large increase in use expected to come with a large decrease in production costs and distribution costs, one possibility would be to use the excise tax to offset the cost reduction.

The excise tax required to keep prices at their current levels would be high. The current price for an ounce of sinsemilla is close to $375, and we expect the pretax price to fall to $38 per ounce, which accounts for production, markups, and distribution. This would suggest that the minimum excise tax that would be sufficient to guarantee no drop in retail prices would be $337 per ounce, or roughly a 700-percent tax.6 Table 3.1 in Chapter Three shows that the

---

5 It is impossible to know what this number is with certainty. We generated this figure based on data from the National Institute on Drug Abuse (2008), Gieringer (1994), and our own analyses of marijuana purchase questions in the Arrestee Drug Abuse Monitoring Program (ADAM) and NSDUH.

6 This would likely be a minimum, because a tax that high would likely induce a shift toward forms of marijuana with greater THC content. The average THC content of Nederwiet is roughly double that of sinsemilla in the United States. The
typical tax per gram for cigarettes is $0.02 and that, for marijuana with the $50-per-ounce tax, it would be $1.76. With a $337 tax per ounce, the tax per gram would increase to $11.89 per gram. While this situation would be ripe for tax evasion, evasion is a function of the expected sanction faced by those selling and purchasing the untaxed marijuana. The level, and credibility, of this enforcement threat is a choice variable. Whether the tax receipts could more than offset the costs associated with the increase in enforcement against the gray market is an empirical question.7

The legalization of home production could also affect the ability to use taxes to offset the anticipated price drop. The number of marijuana users who report on surveys that they grow their own is in the few hundreds of thousands (Caulkins and Pacula, 2006), and this might become more common after it is legalized. As noted earlier, the allowed 5-foot–by–5-foot growing area under the RCTC proposition is sufficient to supply quite a few typical users.

One Jurisdiction “Defecting” from an Otherwise High Tax Rate

The Ammiano bill would impose a uniform $50-per-ounce tax rate (at least unless the resulting revenues exceeded spending on drug prevention), but the RCTC proposition would delegate tax rate setting to the 478 individual cities and 58 counties. So far, we have assumed that the tax rate would be uniform throughout the state, but that does not seem likely under the RCTC proposition. To see why, consider the following thought experiment.

Suppose for the sake of argument that initially all consumption were supplied from jurisdictions imposing a $50-per-ounce tax, and imagine a single jurisdiction that is generally favorable toward the marijuana industry. Suppose that it is a single county with 2 percent of California’s population. Initially, that county would be collecting essentially 2 percent of the tax revenues. Supposing that tax evasion were initially 50 percent, the county would collect about $10 million out of the $520 million tax total.8

However, if the county were clever, it might cut its excise tax rate, say, to $5 per ounce. That would mean that marijuana purchased within its borders would cost only $46 per ounce, whereas, everywhere else, it would remain at $91 per ounce. A $45-per-ounce difference ($720 per pound) would probably be enough to capture sales from much of the rest of the state; at $46 per ounce, the legal price in this county would even undercut the originally assumed gray-market price of $68 per ounce being paid by the 50 percent of the market that was evading taxes.

Collecting $5 per ounce (as well as sales tax) on much of the state’s consumption would be more lucrative than collecting $50 per ounce on 2 percent of the 50 percent of consumption that had previously been successfully taxed, particularly because lowering the effective

---

7 It is worth nothing, though, that the profit per unit weight made by evading such a tax would be as large as the profit per unit weight of smuggling cocaine across the border into the United States, something we have failed to completely deter despite significant effort and sanctions (Caulkins and Reuter, 2010).

8 The county gets slightly less than 2 percent of the tax revenues because the state portion of sales tax would go to Sacramento; the county would get 2 percent of the rest.
price to consumers would increase consumption.\(^9\) Note that this competition for tax revenues would not only be over sales to California consumers but also over legal sales to people who would then illegally smuggle the marijuana to other states. Some local consumers might wish to exercise some kind of loyalty by paying taxes to their own county, but consumers in Ohio, for example, would have no such preferences among California jurisdictions; they would want their dealers to buy in whichever California jurisdiction was offering the lowest prices.

Furthermore, if the lower taxes induced more of the production to shift into a county, then the county might get an economic development boost. The average economic development impact of legal marijuana production for the state may not be large, but, concentrated in a single county with 2 percent of the state’s population, it would be proportionately more important.

And there are good reasons to suspect that this new tax structure with one county reaping most of the budgetary benefits would be unsustainable. Presumably, other counties that wished to keep their “fair share” of production, sales, and associated tax revenues would match or beat the first county’s move. This might precipitate a “race to the bottom” in terms of tax rates, or at least a race down to the point at which tax rate differences no longer swamped other considerations.\(^{10}\)

The particular numbers just discussed are meant only to illustrate a general point. Unless there is some statewide control of tax rates, it might be difficult to sustain excise taxes at the level contemplated by the Ammiano bill, not only with respect to the risk of tax evasion but also with respect to competition among different local jurisdictions to capture market share by lowering their excise tax rates.

### Raising Prices Through Regulation

Recall that we assume that the current price of sinsemilla is $375 per ounce and that this will drop with our baseline parameters to $91 per ounce in a legalized regime, accounting for taxes and retailing costs. One factor that might soften the price decline would be highly burdensome regulatory, testing, inspection, and reporting requirements. To explore this, we consider what would happen if regulatory burden quintupled the wholesale price of marijuana from $26 per ounce to $130 per ounce, driving up the gray-market and legal, taxed prices to $181 and $241 per ounce, respectively (versus $68 and $91 in the base case).

Table 6.1 shows the results, assuming a 25-percent tax evasion (to make it consistent with the base-case scenario). Naturally, consumption is lower, strikingly so with a constant-elasticity-of-demand curve because the nonlinearity in that demand curve becomes most important when prices fall sharply. Just for reference, we also include the BOE estimates for the Ammiano bill, which assumes a $50 excise tax per ounce with no evasion.

---

\(^9\) The precise amounts depend on particular assumptions, but, if, after the tax cut, the county captured 50 percent of state consumption, 25 percent remained at $91 per ounce, and 25 percent remained at the gray-market price of $68, then the county’s sales and excise tax revenues would increase sixfold.

\(^{10}\) If one county’s production costs were 20 percent lower than another’s (e.g., because of lower electricity rates), that would be the equivalent of a roughly $5-per-ounce advantage; thus, that county could preserve tax rates that were a few dollars per ounce higher than its competitors’ rates.
The results with respect to tax revenues are quite interesting, albeit heavily dependent on our simple assumption that retailers always mark up by a fixed 33 percent.11 With that assumption, quintupling the wholesale price effectively quintuples the pretax price and, hence, sales tax revenue per unit sold. Although the higher prices depress consumption and, hence, excise tax revenue, sales tax revenues are three to four times higher. With a constant-elasticity demand curve, that substantially offsets lost excise tax revenue, so total tax revenue falls only 10 percent, even though consumption drops by more than one-third. With linear demand, the extra costs have only a modest effect on consumption (11-percent decline); as a result, total tax revenues actually go up (by 23 percent).

Hence, if the correct model were linear demand, even a completely wasteful regulatory burden (from an economic-efficiency perspective) might increase tax revenues and moderate the increase in consumption (and, thus, the consumption-related consequences discussed in Chapter Five).

### Considering Alternative Assumptions About the Slope of the Marijuana Supply Curve

The model presented in this paper assumes that none of the resources employed in legal marijuana production is unduly constrained, so that increased production would not drive up the average cost of production. The technical name for this assumption is a perfectly elastic supply curve. Many economists make this simplifying assumption in diverse applications, arguing that, in the long run, it is easy for suppliers to respond to changes in demand. Past efforts to model illegal drug supply have also typically made this assumption (e.g., Reuter and Kleiman, 1986; Rydell and Everingham, 1994; Caulkins et al., 1997; Rhodes et al., 2000). However, it

---

11 Or, equivalently, that the regulatory burden quintuples costs for retailers as well as producers.
is plausible that the long-run supply curve is not a horizontal line. If the supply curve actually slopes upward, when demand shifts up as a result of the nonprice effects of legalization, prices would increase and thus make the resulting increase in consumption smaller. In particular, the base-case assumption is for a 35-percent increase in demand after legalization. With a constant elasticity of supply, that translates to a 35-percent increase in consumption. With an upward-sloping supply curve, the increase would be smaller. How much smaller depends on the supply elasticity.

We note that there are studies of varying quality suggesting that the long-run supply elasticity of agricultural products is not infinitely elastic and that, in some cases, it is surprisingly small (e.g., Askari and Cummings, 1977; Hertel, 2002). Our simple model already accounts for a tremendous amount of uncertainty, and we chose not to add more complexity by considering multiple supply curves. If one believes that, in the long run, it will not be easy for suppliers to respond to changes in demand, then it may be the case that our model overstates the effect of legalization.

Wildcards

Thus far, this chapter has discussed alternative scenarios that highlight some of the structural uncertainty associated with projecting the effects of marijuana legalization. In this section, we list some other factors and possibilities that show that our parameter variation and scenarios have not exhausted the range of possible outcomes.

Attitudes and Behavior

We included attitudes in our discussion of nonprice effects. It is easiest to think of ways in which legalization might create a more permissive atmosphere that would encourage marijuana use. But attitudes may have more-nuanced and complex effects. For example, Tyler (e.g., Tyler and Huo, 2002) has shown that perceptions of unfairness harm the perceived legitimacy of the police and the courts, especially among racial and ethnic minorities, and that this reduces people’s willingness to comply with legal authorities. As another example, Dutch officials often argue that they have deglamorized cannabis by tolerating it (see MacCoun, 1993, for evidence for a forbidden-fruit effect). Thus, some attitudinal effects could have positive social effects. A more pernicious example would be if stereotypes of California would take a sufficiently extreme turn for the worse to result in a loss of business for the state (e.g., in corporate location decisions).

Tourism

California is a major tourist destination. Marijuana legalization would likely be a high-profile action, noted by people around the United States and even abroad. Plausibly, it could influence decisions to vacation in California, positively for some people and negatively for others. We did not explore this issue ourselves but note that tourism in California is an $87.7 billion—per-year industry that generated $5.4 billion in state and local taxes in 2009 (Dean Runyan Associates, 2010); thus, if marijuana legalization hypothetically led to a 10-percent change in tourism,12

---

12 We do not have a particular justification for this 10-percent figure; it is for illustrative purposes only. Coincidentally, it does appear to be consistent with anecdotal evidence from Amsterdam:
the tax effects of that would be of comparable importance to some of the tax revenue projections stemming directly from legalization.

Shifting Food Product Industry to California
Marijuana can be consumed in many ways other than by smoking; for example, it can be added to food (e.g., brownies) and beverages (e.g., beer). This is what we discussed earlier as bundling. It is plausible that marijuana-impregnated products could become an important niche market, but they could only be produced inside California. If currently that product is produced primarily or exclusively outside of California, then this might induce relocation of some production into California, bringing jobs and tax revenues as well. If the producers wish to have only one facility making both marijuana-impregnated and standard products, the requirement that the former be produced in California might even pull some of the standard production into California from other states.

Cross-Price Effects
In Chapter Five, we highlighted the literature examining marijuana use’s effect on the use of other substances. While this debate is far from settled, it is important to think about how changes in marijuana use could influence costs through changes in the use of other substances. There is a wide range of outcomes for which aggregate costs or other effects associated with alcohol, tobacco, and so-called hard drugs are five to 15 times greater than those associated with marijuana (Caulkins et al., 2002). Thus, even small cross-price elasticities would imply indirect effects—mediated through changes in consumption of other substances—that could trump the importance of direct effects through changes in marijuana consumption (Kleiman, 1992).

Some specific numbers help make the point. Harwood (2000) estimated the economic cost of alcohol abuse in the United States to be $185 billion in 1998. Adjusting for inflation and prorating by California’s share of the U.S. population would suggest economic costs of alcohol abuse in California of about $30 billion. If the cross-price elasticity of alcohol consumption with respect to marijuana prices were as large as 0.1, in absolute value, then a 75-percent reduction in marijuana prices could affect alcohol-related costs in California by $30 billion × 0.1 × 0.75 = $2.25 billion. That is larger than most of the marijuana-specific outcomes we have discussed. We are intentionally vague about the direction of the effect as it could be in either direction, depending on whether marijuana and alcohol (and other substances) are net complements or substitutes after legalization.

---

A 2007 report by Amsterdam’s Department for Research and Statistics shows that of the 4.5 million tourists who spend the night in Amsterdam during a given year, 26 percent visit a coffeeshop. According to the Amsterdam Tourism & Convention Board, 10 percent of tourists even mention this as a primary reason to visit the city. (Amsterdam Tourist Information, 2008)
The current California proposals to legalize marijuana would go well beyond cannabis reforms in any other nation to date—even the Dutch cannabis coffee-shop system. California voters and legislators face considerable uncertainty because it is very difficult to estimate how much more marijuana will be consumed in the state or how the change will affect tax revenues, criminal-justice costs, and health-care costs. Nonetheless, we believe that bringing together relevant data in a systematic fashion and developing a model has provided some important insights:

- The pretax retail price of marijuana will substantially decline, likely by more than 80 percent. The price consumers face will depend heavily on taxes, the structure of the regulatory regime, and how taxes and regulations are enforced.
- Consumption will increase, but it is unclear how much because we know neither the shape of the demand curve nor the level of tax evasion (which reduces revenues and the prices that consumers face).
- Tax revenues could be dramatically lower or higher than the $1.4 billion estimate; for example, uncertainty about the federal response to California legalization can swing estimates in either direction.
- Previous studies find that the annual cost of enforcing marijuana laws ranges from around $200 million to nearly $1.9 billion; our estimates show that the costs are probably less than $300 million.
- There is considerable uncertainty about the impact that legalizing marijuana in California would have on public budgets and consumption, with even minor changes in assumptions leading to major differences in outcomes.
- Much of the research used to inform this debate is based on insights from studies that examine small changes in marijuana prices or the risk of being sanctioned for possession. The proposed legislation in California would create a large change in policy. As a result, it is uncertain how useful these studies are for making projections about marijuana legalization.

Legalization has many potential dimensions; thus, the term can mean many different things (MacCoun and Reuter, 2001). An examination of the Dutch system, the Australian and Alaskan home-cultivation allowances, and the far more-extensive international experiences with alcohol and tobacco regulation suggests that the devil is in the details. On many dimensions, neither the Ammiano bill nor the RCTC proposition is particularly good at the
details. Indeed, many of the issues addressed in this paper are specific to the “details” of these two proposals, not to marijuana legalization in general.

**Limitations**

This paper is not intended to be a complete evaluation of the consequences of the RCTC proposition or the Ammiano bill. A full cost-benefit analysis of marijuana legalization would include a number of items that have not been addressed here. For example, we have given no consideration to the reduction in government intrusiveness that comes from eliminating tens of thousands of marijuana arrests, many of which lead to criminal records for individuals who would otherwise have none. We have also not considered the effects that California legalization could have on gang activity in California or the drug-related violence in Mexico. Further, some would argue that a full analysis should also consider the benefits that users obtain from consuming marijuana and how this would change under a legalization regime. We do not ignore these factors because we think they are unimportant; rather, we thought it most constructive to focus on those areas in which we believe we can provide the most insight and that are novel or central to the debate about legalization in California in 2010, as opposed to the familiar general arguments concerning legalization in the abstract. We believe that the issues analyzed here are important for voters and legislators, perhaps particularly for those who are not already firmly in the pro- or antilegalization camps.

Finally, we stress that the marijuana situation in California is in great flux. No one should assume that the alternative to legalization is a static status quo. On one hand, the situation is getting tougher for users, as there has been a striking 30-percent increase in marijuana arrests in California since 2005. Further, the City of Los Angeles is now attempting to close more than 400 medical-marijuana dispensaries. On the other hand, there are indications that California could become more marijuana-friendly regardless of legalization. For example, medical-marijuana delivery services are proliferating (Cohn and Montgomery, 2010), at least one jurisdiction is talking about establishing industrial-scale growing operations for medical marijuana (Rayburn, 2010), and there are reports that growers are making marijuana more available and less expensive (Montgomery, 2010). Indeed, changes are occurring in California on several fronts, and it will likely be an altered state regardless of whether legalization passes.
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